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The lowdown on logistics
Welcome to Pharmaceutical Commerce’s inaugural issue
focused on the world of third-party logistics (3PL) providers.
You know, those companies or business units who handle
the often unheralded but critical tasks of product storage,
fulfillment, transport, inventory management, and more
along the pharmaceutical supply chain. And as we explore in
our overview feature (page 20), and reference on the cover, a
new dawning of sorts in the highly competitive field of healthcare/pharma logistics
support is emerging (see related coverage in articles on pages 27, 32 and 43).
Change hasn’t happened overnight, of course, but you get the feeling when
absorbing fresh insights from 3PL executives and supply-chain experts—and factoring
in a playing field fundamentally altered by a global pandemic—that real strides are
afoot. The “rise of specialized” has continued, with companies expanding 3PL services
and new-tech offerings in temperature-controlled storage, sample collection and drug
serialization, among other functions (see box on page 22); all designed to meet the
evolving demands of specialty pharmaceuticals—whether vaccines, biologics, cancerfighting immunotherapies, or cell and gene-based drugs. This has necessitated the
movement of products through alternative distribution channels, requiring specialized
monitoring, handling, storage and transportation. Thus, the mission of today’s 3PL
provider is clear: “Work in lockstep with their pharma clients, to be a necessary part
of the business,” as ICS’s Albert Cooksey tells contributing editor Suzanne Shelley
(ICS is a division of AmerisourceBergen). Reportedly, the pharma logistics market
is expected to more than double in size from $71.9 billion in 2020 to $159 billion by
2030. So there appears to be plenty of room and opportunity for companies to make
their mark, if they can differentiate what they bring to the table. Indeed, a new dawn.
In closing, perhaps you caught the news on our website, but I would be remiss not
to mention a leadership change at Pharmaceutical Commerce. I’ve been promoted to
group managing editor, and taking the helm as PC editorial director is Julian Upton, a
longtime editor at sister publication Pharmaceutical Executive. I’m very proud of what
we’ve accomplished at PC since our parent company, MJH Life Sciences, acquired the
brand in July 2020 (many thanks to my PC colleagues in editorial, sales and production).
PC remains in capable hands, and I look forward to its continued growth under
Julian’s stewardship. Look for his formal introduction on these pages in the next issue.
- Michael Christel mchristel@mjhlifesciences.com
©2022 MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or trans-

mitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including by photocopy, recording, or information storage
and retrieval, without permission in writing from the publisher. Authorization to photocopy items for internal/ educational
or personal use, or the internal/educational or personal use of specific clients is granted by MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC
for libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center, 222 Rosewood Dr. Danvers, MA 01923, 978-7508400 fax 978-646-8700 or visit http://www.copyright.com online. For uses beyond those listed above, please direct your
written request to Permission Dept. Alexa Rockenstein, arockenstein@mjhlifesciences.com.
MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC provides certain customer contact data (such as customers’ names, addresses, phone
numbers, and e-mail addresses) to third parties who wish to promote relevant products, services, and other opportunities
that may be of interest to you. If you do not want MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC to make your contact information available
to third parties for marketing purposes, simply email mmhinfo@mmhgroup.com and a customer service representative will
assist you in removing your name from MultiMedia Pharma Sciences LLC lists.
Pharmaceutical Commerce does not verify any claims or other information appearing in any of the advertisements contained
in the publication, and cannot take responsibility for any losses or other damages incurred by readers in reliance of such content.
To subscribe, email mmhinfo@mmhgroup.com
For reprint requests, contact Todd Baker at 732-346-3002, tbaker@mjhlifesciences.com
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IN MEMORIAM

Michael J. Hennessy Sr., beloved chairman and CEO of MJH enduring educational activities and the rights to legacy medical
Life Sciences, parent company of Pharmaceutical Commerce, meetings, including the annual Miami Breast Cancer Conference.
Hennessy’s commitment to improving the lives of patients
recently passed away.
Hennessy spent his career turning his passion for building with cancer is deeply rooted within the halls of MJH Life Sciences.
businesses and creating jobs into a run of successful ventures As a complement to the industry-leading OncLive platform,
and brands. Following his graduation from Rider University in he developed the Giants of Cancer Care awards to recognize
1982, he started his career in medical publishing as a sales trainee. the leaders and pioneers who often go unrecognized for their
In 1986, Hennessy became chief operating officer of Medical contributions to advancing oncology care. He further strengthened
World Business Press, which was part of the launch of medical his commitment to education by acquiring CURE Media
newspapers and media products. The company prospered and Group in 2014, followed by the purchase of the Chemotherapy
Foundation Symposium, in his quest
was eventually sold to a Bostonto provide oncology professionals
based venture capital firm.
with focused education on innovative
Hennessy launched Multimedia
cancer therapy.
Healthcare, LLC, in 1993 and
In 2019, MJH Life Sciences made
built a portfolio of award-winning
its largest acquisition to date when it
clinical journals. In 2001, Freedom
acquired the Healthcare and Industry
Communications, Inc., acquired
Sciences divisions of UBM Medica,
Multimedia Healthcare. At the
doubling its size and adding legacy
time, Hennessy was pioneering a
titles such as Medical Economics
new approach to publishing with
and Pharmaceutical Executive to its
Intellisphere, LLC (now part of
already impressive portfolio. This
MJH Life Sciences). Guided by
acquisition made the organization
the principles of innovation and
the largest independently owned
entrepreneurial spirit, and reflecting
medical communications company in
its founder’s dedication to improving
North America.
quality of life through healthcare
Later in 2019, Hennessy elevated
research and education, Intellisphere
his own role to chairman while
publishes integrated print and digital
naming his son, Michael J. Hennessy
products focusing on a range of topics
Jr., to assume the leadership role of the
in research and clinical medicine.
organization and carry on the family
To bu i l d a c omprehe ns ive
MICHAEL J. HENNESSY SR.
Founder, MJH Life Sciences ®
legacy. Under his son’s leadership,
multimedia and education platform,
1960–2021
the company enhanced its global
Hennessy added additional companies
potential by entering into a long-term
and capabilities to the MJH Life Sciences
portfolio. In 2004, he acquired Healthcare Research Analytics, a partnership with BDT Capital Partners, LLC, in November 2021.
Due to his broad business and educational experience, and
leader in healthcare market research for over 30 years. In 2005,
Hennessy acquired ArcMesa Educators, LLC, leaders in online knowledge of challenges in New Jersey, Hennessy’s counsel and
insight had been sought by several organizations, including his
certification for healthcare professionals.
In February 2008, Hennessy acquired the journals Pharmacy alma mater Rider University, where he served on the Board of
Times and The American Journal of Managed Care, both Trustees and was elected to the executive committee.
Hennessy was preceded in death by his wife, Patrice Hennessy,
recognized in their respective markets as authoritative, trusted
media platforms. In April 2011, MJH Life Sciences acquired who bravely battled cancer for almost 10 years until her death in
Physicians’ Education Resource, LLC (PER), an accredited January 2020. Hennessy donated $4 million to Rider University to
continuing medical education company that is an industry leader expand the Science and Technology Center at their alma mater.
in producing high-quality oncology and hematology meetings The Mike & Patti Hennessy Science and Technology Center is set
and conferences. The PER acquisition included multichannel to be completed in 2022.
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Pandemic preparedness legislation bolsters FDA oversight
Focus includes securing supply chains, clarifying roles of health agencies
Senate leaders are developing a broad legislative package
to enhance the government’s ability to prevent and respond
to future public health emergencies, with an emphasis on
securing supply chains, expanding health data collection and
supporting access to vital medical products. A preliminary
discussion draft of the PREVENT Pandemic Act was released
last month by the Senate Health, Education, Labor & Pensions
(HELP) Committee to gain input and support from the
multiple parties affected by its provisions.
A main focus of the bipartisan legislation, jointly issued by
committee chair Patty Murray (D-Wash) and ranking member
Richard Burr (R-NC), is to clarify responsibilities for the
multiple federal agencies involved in healthcare and national
preparedness, including FDA. Lead provisions would enhance
the authority of the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention
(CDC), while also extending Congressional oversight by
requiring Senate confirmation of the CDC director. There are
measures that set new research and operational requirements
for the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Biomedical
Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) in
the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). Many
of the provisions that apply specifically to FDA are not new, but
would clarify and extend existing authorities.
While BARDA would collaborate with NIH and CDC
in establishing research centers to advance the discovery
and early development of priority medical products and
countermeasures, FDA would support such efforts with
added guidances and policies for expediting countermeasure
development and review. These initiatives would aim
to modernize and improve clinical research and further
harmonize with foreign regulators by advancing the use of
digital technologies, decentralized clinical trial methods, realworld data and evidence, and R&D platform technologies.
FDA would report on these programs and on the agency’s
ability to hire, recruit and retain needed experts to carry out its
many assignments. A noted provision calls for expedited FDA
review of new drugs and biologics to treat certain infectious
diseases, building on legislation enacted in 2012 that provided
an additional five years of market exclusivity to sponsors of
new antibiotics and antifungals.
Under the heading of “mitigating shortages,” FDA
would ensure the registration and oversight of all foreign
establishments that produce drugs or devices marketed in the
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US, including product components. There’s a proposal to test
unannounced FDA inspections of foreign drug facilities, even
though that approach has proven impractical and difficult
for the agency to carry out. An advanced manufacturing
pilot program further bolsters FDA support for novel drug
production systems over the next five years.
To enhance the development and availability of medical
devices and diagnostics, FDA would gain more explicit
authority to crack down on counterfeit products and to
require early notification from device makers of anticipated
supply shortages. Additional guidance would accelerate the
development of in vitro diagnostic tests for health emergency
use and clarify FDA’s ability to request records from device
manufacturers when needed to conduct remote inspections.
Another initiative to enhance the nation’s ability to quickly
detect and respond to emerging pathogens calls on BARDA to
fund “warm-base” manufacturing surge capacity able to rapidly
develop needed medical countermeasures—facilities that
FDA would monitor to ensure they are well-maintained and
meet good manufacturing practice (GMP) standards. Several
provisions would expand and secure the Strategic National
Stockpile (SNS), assess supply chain vulnerabilities, invest in
innovative medical countermeasures, and regularly review
surge capacity and supply chain flexibility for SNS supplies.
Budget impact
The public release of this broad legislative proposal in
January sets the stage for including some provisions in the
delayed 2022 budget bill that faced a Feb. 18 deadline for
enactment. The White House also is working with Congress
to gain agreement on a pared-down version of the Build
Back Better Act, which could advance certain measures
for examining the nation’s pandemic response to date and
strategies for enhancing preparedness for the future. Such a
package could also authorize billion-dollar investments in
R&D and production of cutting-edge technology to bolster US
production of semiconductors and other high-tech equipment,
where supply chain disruptions have stymied domestic
manufacturing in vital industries. Provisions more specific to
FDA may be included in legislation to reauthorize FDA user
fee programs that Congress is slated to consider later this year.
— Jill Wechsler, Washington Correspondent for MJH Life
Sciences’ pharma sciences brands

TO P N E WS

HDA takes another swing at FDA’s proposed DSCSA guidance
Alliance echoes the objections it had to guidance issued in mid-2021
Following a November FDA public meeting, the Healthcare
Distribution Alliance (HDA) last month reiterated its
objections to the agency’s proposed FDA guidance on the socalled enhanced drug distribution security (EDDS) format that
was issued last summer. The clock is ticking on a November
2023 deadline when a fully Drug Supply Chain Security Act
(DSCSA)-compliant track-and-trace system with EDDS goes
into effect, covering transactions from the manufacturer to the
pharmacy and any intermediaries between the two.
HDA has numerous objections to how EDDS is being
presented by FDA, but the key one is FDA language in the
guidance that implies a “system” will be in place by which
FDA (or other regulators) can zoom across distribution
channels to collect transaction data. HDA points out that the
industry (manufacturers, wholesalers, pharmacies and various
contractor organizations) is moving toward a decentralized
system, where transaction data is stored among selected

trading partners. Retrieval of it will be possible, but not as a
near-real time electronic search.
Even getting this decentralized arrangement up and
running is problematic; many organizations (especially within
the pharmacy community) are slow to get onboard—and
Covid has stalled efforts. Says the HDA letter: “[A]ny guidance
that fundamentally differs from what industry has adopted and
implemented is likely to cause even greater consternation and
delay. Any further divergence or distractions will imperil the
industry’s ability to meet 2023 requirements at all…”
Thus, the industry is struggling to adapt an approach that,
in the end, might not comply with what FDA would require,
and this dispute is slowing down the overall compliance effort.
The most likely scenario will be a delay in the compliance
deadline, along with litigation, if FDA’s official stance on
technical details does not change.
— Nicholas Basta

Recipharm inks vaccine manufacturing deal with a top 10 pharma
Supports big pharma partner in hopeful delivery of vaccine
Recipharm, a contract development and manufacturing
organization (CDMO), has secured a contract with a top 10
big pharma company to support vaccine manufacturing from
its facility in Kaysersberg, France.
The name of the drugmaker was not disclosed, but the
agreement was struck after a successful quality audit, the
company says, and will see the CDMO aseptically pack singleuse vaccines to potentially treat a severe infectious disease that
affects young children and infants. The containers are to be filled
using Recipharm’s specialist blow-fill-seal (BFS) capabilities.
Medable acquires digital health unit from LEO
Medable Inc., a software provider for patient-centered
clinical trials, has acquired LEO Innovation Lab’s Omhu A/S, a
Denmark-based digital health technology company.
Omhu was launched in 2020 to develop new ways of
supporting patients and doctors when diagnosing, managing,
and treating skin conditions. As part of the agreement with
LEO Pharma (owner of LEO Innovation Lab), Medable

will take over the Omhu mobile applications and its team of
experts in digital health and artificial intelligence.
Pact centers on supply chain efficiency
Chronicled, a technology company that powers pharma
blockchain network MediLedger, and LogiCare3PL, a new
third-party logistics (3PL) service launched by specialty
distributor BioCare, Inc., have formed a partnership. The
agreement is designed to help streamline pricing alignment
and to verify chargeback accuracy for pharmaceutical
suppliers. Logicare3PL is the first 3PL service to launch on the
MediLedger Network.
Three join forces t0 form new CRO
Protagen Protein Services GmbH, BioAnalytix, Inc.
and GeneWerk GmbH are unifying their operations, and
will be rebranding to form ProtaGene, a contract research
organization (CRO) that will provide service support to the
biopharma and cell and gene therapy industries.
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Today’s Medicine Requires High-Touch,
Customizable Third-Party Logistics
Your specialty therapies aren’t just going from Point A to Point B. They’re going to
patients. Here’s how your partner in 3PL can customize to deliver for your patients,
your therapy and your growth.

The constant rise of innovative and often complex specialty
medications and utilization is shaping a biopharmaceutical
landscape characterized by an increasing need for
customization. It’s an exciting development, full of promise
for the personalized treatment of complex diseases
including rare and orphan therapies. But the growing
specialty pipeline also creates a host of new challenges for
biopharma companies around the logistics of distribution.

positioned to compete. In fact, in the current rapidly
expanding market, access to that level of customization
from a 3PL partner isn’t merely an advantage, it’s a
requirement.

While the increasing specialty therapy trend moderated
slightly in 2020 due to delayed or deferred care during
the COVID-19 pandemic, according to Pharmaceutical
Strategies Group’s Proprietary Report on State of Specialty
Spend and Trend,1 this moderation is not likely to last,
as utilization is only expected to rise, driving higher
costs and more challenges for an aging and increasingly
sick population. The challenge for biopharma will be
how to meet the increased demand from these patient
populations — particularly when it comes to managing the
logistics around increasingly personalized and high-touch
treatments.

1. See the big picture and notice the little things.

Biopharma companies that partner with a third-party
logistics (3PL) specialist offering scalable, flexible,
high-touch services — including resources attuned to
the specialty therapy industry’s growing customization,
changeability and complexity — will be the most favorably

Here are three things your 3PL partner should do to
customize their services to meet the needs of your
patients, your therapies and your brand.

Biopharma companies invest enormous amounts of time
and resources to develop and launch their therapies, and
it’s critical that they reach the right providers and patients.
Your 3PL should offer the deep resources, experience
and foresight of a large company; this will enable you to
effectively plan ahead and preempt challenges. It should
also have the attention to detail and individualized, handson service of a small, dedicated team; this will give you the
agility to respond in real time to changing needs, which
you are sure to discover throughout the launch process,
particularly if this is your first launch.
At RxCrossroads by McKesson, we accomplish this
by dedicating program managers to each therapy we
represent. This unique approach allows us to integrate our
3PL into our client’s team, tailor distribution services that

align with our client’s culture and strategic goals, adapt
more quickly to market changes on our client’s behalf and
execute under tighter time constraints as needed — major
benefits in an environment marked by uncertainty. We
pair program managers with clients based on variables
such as culture, knowledge of the therapeutic category
and familiarity with the targets to ensure the client has
the best person to position them for success. Having
a logistics expert dedicated to a product gives you the
confidence that a real person is immersed in your product,
understands your business goals and will consult with you
on the best way to identify and leverage opportunities you
might not even have considered.
2. Understand you, your therapy and your patients
— and tailor your program accordingly.
Your 3PL program can only be effectively customized
around your needs if it is built around a deep,
demonstrated understanding of your company and your
therapies. One of the first steps to take with your 3PL
partner should be an on-site meeting with its customer
service and operations teams. You should feel confident
that your 3PL partner knows about your products and
the impact those products are having on patients’ lives.
You should also get an early bird’s-eye view of your 3PL
partner’s footprint and operations. This is a critical first step
to setting a shared purpose and prioritizing needs.
For example, if a therapy requires cold-chain solutions, the
3PL must be equipped with high-touch processes, deep
resources and expertise, flexibility of materials and a
state-of-the-art-technology warehouse-management
platform. RxCrossroads’ platform includes multiple
refrigerant options for cold-chain lanes and can result in
shorter turnaround times. An industry-leading temperaturetesting process provides greater transparency, improving
accuracy and productivity. Active battery-operated
refrigeration is just one of a wide range of customizable
insulation options. Having solutions at hand and ready to
deploy is half the battle; the other half is knowing what is
right for each therapy and appreciating the importance of
getting each dose to the right patient at the right time.
3. Act as a true extension of your team.
Your teams juggle many priorities and workstreams to
support product launches. Leveraging a logistics expert
frees up resources to focus on other vital commercialization

tasks. However, educating service providers
requires time and resources too. Knowing
that your 3PL partner will deliver is critical.
Consider these questions:

•
•
•
•

Is this partner committed to us and to the patients
we’re trying to serve?
How much will this partner care about us and be
responsive to our unique mission?
If we imagine ourselves one year post-launch of our
commercialization strategy, which qualities will confirm
to us that we’ve selected the right provider?
How would this partner represent us to our customers?
Do we want them to represent our company?

To successfully navigate the inevitable unexpected bumps
along the way, a 3PL’s ability to “get” their customers can
make or break the relationship, and, by extension, the
product’s success. The trick for an organization coming
in from the outside is having the ability to understand,
blend with and strengthen the client’s culture to become a
seamless extension of their business. This crucial service
differentiator requires finesse, experience and dedication.
That’s why RxCrossroads makes culture a top priority
for its 3PL teams and invests in building methods to
assimilate a customer’s culture into the dedicated program
management, operations and services for each product.
These investments are crucial to helping therapies succeed
and biopharma companies achieve their goals.
Companies look to RxCrossroads as a trusted partner to
become a part of their brand, represent them strategically
and accurately and help them make the best 3PL decisions
for their business. From handling day-to-day logistics to
offering strategic value by serving as the logistics interface
for your business, RxCrossroads’ 3PL allows you to
continue to focus on building out your product portfolio.

Sources:
1. “Proprietary Report on State of Specialty Spend and Trend.”
Pharmaceutical Strategies Group, Aug. 12, 2021,
https://www.psgconsults.com/news/proprietary-report-on-state-of-specialtyspend-and-trend-released-by-pharmaceutical-strategies-group.

Learn More: bit.ly/3PLChannelStrategy
© 2022 McKesson Corporation. All rights reserved.
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The Risk of Doubling
Down on Pharma
Examining the divestment risks, as more large companies look to spin off consumer
health and other business units to focus on branded pharmaceuticals
BY WILLIAM BORDEN

T

he decisions of big pharma companies GlaxoSmithKline and Johnson & Johnson to spin off their
respective consumer health businesses reflect concerted efforts to double down on brandname prescription drugs. The two drugmakers are not alone when it comes to narrowing their focus,
since Pfizer, Abbott Laboratories and other organizations have embraced the risk of developing
pharmaceuticals while divesting themselves of over-the-counter (OTC), generics and other
businesses with lower profit margins but more predictable cash flows.

Spinoffs are an attempt to maximize value for investors by
separating businesses that have divergent priorities.
J&J and GSK’s planned spinoffs of their consumer health
businesses reflect a reality that OTC medicines and hygiene
products have more in common with Procter & Gamble,
Unilever, Colgate-Palmolive and other brands in the front
of the pharmacy and at mass merchants rather than making
complex proteins, detailing their clinical benefit to doctors and
negotiating reimbursement with payers.
Adam Koppel, MD, PhD, managing director at Bain Capital
Life Sciences, says the market dynamics of these businesses
also demand different management skills and lead to varied
investor preferences.
Some investors have appetite for 10%-to-20% annual
returns by investing in pharmaceutical manufacturers,
knowing that a safety issue or setback during clinical trials
could hurt the value of the business. An investor in a consumer
product company is likely to seek 5%-to-6% annual returns
and a predictable dividend with far less risk. Also, some pureplay drugmakers may opt to reinvest in product development
with expectations of larger returns in the future rather than
rewarding shareholders with dividends at the present.
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“Investors are getting greater value from pure-play
pharmaceutical companies rather than diversified businesses,”
says Jeffrey Stoll, US life sciences strategy leader, KPMG.
Many of the largest drug companies originated in the
chemicals business but then focused on medicines as that
segment became more profitable. Some pharma organizations
have amalgamated diverse businesses over the decades to
grow and manage risk. Much like the industrial conglomerates
that started breaking themselves up to maximize shareholder
value, many drugmakers are following suit by focusing on new,
brand-name products, mostly biologics.
The approach runs counter to the idea of creating synergies
by having a portfolio of businesses under one umbrella to
mitigate risk and share certain functions to create efficiencies.
The mindset is hoping that “one + one equals three” to building
value from acquisitions. In the case of divestitures, executives
are hoping that investors will see greater returns from the
market assessing the value of these businesses separately or that
a business that is valued at $3 per share can be worth $2 + $2 if
the business is split into two companies.
According to Koppel, the notion of doubling down on newer
brand name drugs is that investors capture significantly more

F E AT U R E

Spinoffs in the works at Johnson & Johnson and GlaxoSmithKline are among a spate of industry efforts to separate businesses.
Credits: Sundry Photography/stock.adobe.com, Wirestock/stock.adobe.com

upside with successes. However, share prices also take a bigger
hit when something goes wrong, he notes. Diversification can
offer some safety for investors, but it also dampens the upside
for the biggest successes.
The risk-return profile for a drug business is much different
than more predictable consumer health, generics or animal care
businesses. Developing new brand-name pharmaceuticals takes
time and is costly, and they have a limited amount of exclusivity
in the market before patent expirations. In a market that
increasingly rewards innovation, drugmakers are also looking
to gain additional indications for products once they reach the
market. The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of
America (PhRMA), the industry trade group, says more than
500 medicines have been approved since 2000. In the oncology
category alone, 1,300 medications and vaccines are under
development, according to PhRMA, including more than 500
different compounds targeting solid tumors and 141 different
prospective lung cancer treatments.
With this deep pipeline, competition could be the biggest
risk from this effort to double down on brand-name drugs, Stoll
believes, noting there may be opportunities for two or three
treatments that could satisfy each indication. Assumptions that
might have been made about an individual drug’s prospects
could change rapidly, given the emergence of new therapies. A
drug might have had expectations to generate $2 billion a year
in sales, but new entrants with greater efficacy or more benign
side-effect profiles could dampen those expectations, Stoll says.
The need for pharma companies is to “have enough shots on
goal” to ensure that one miss in the pipeline doesn’t set back the
company if a compound fails or if a medicine’s sales fail to meet
expectations, he adds.

“Over the last eight to 10 years, biopharma has largely
recognized that the payer environment won’t reimburse ‘me-too’
drugs or drugs that have marginal impact on clinical outcomes
over and above the standard of care,” Stoll says.
Legislation or regulatory risk can also change the
investment thesis for the pharma sector. Focusing specifically
on pharmaceuticals does have some exposure to regulatory
and policy risk if there are attempts to regulate drug prices
in the US. Despite the predictability of the non-pharma
businesses, Koppel sees a weakness among consumer health
businesses versus brand-name pharma: “You never had the
pricing power,” he says. “For example, consumer businesses
selling toothpaste and mouthwash don’t have the pricing
power of an effective cancer drug.”
If price controls are set on new drugs, Stoll says attempts
to cap prices for drugs could be harmful to development of
treatments for rare and ultra-rare conditions. These treatments
can run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars annually,
largely because the development cost is spread across a limited
number of patients.
In the past 10 to 15 years, drug development has shifted
to more exotic proteins, antibodies, nucleic acids and cell and
gene therapies. Drugmakers have shifted away from broad
treatment categories to specific targeted diseases, where you
can show a benefit to a much smaller population with more
serious diseases. While drug development costs are extremely
high, there is a higher probability of successfully bringing the
drug to market from this narrow focus.
Meanwhile, data and analytics are accelerating clinical trial
site selection, structure and data collection to help increase the
odds of success, industry executives believe. Economics may
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have had as much of a bearing on the need to double down on
newer drugs.
J&J, GSK’s divestitures
J&J and GSK’s spinoff plans are the latest and among
the most significant efforts to separate businesses that are
behind the pharmacy counter and those that fill the aisles of
drugstores, supermarkets and mass merchandisers.
J&J announced plans in November to spin off its consumer
health business,1 an enterprise expected to generate $15 billion
in revenue from Neutrogena, Aveeno, Tylenol, Listerine, J&J’s
Band-Aid bandages and a variety of products in the personal
care aisles of retailers and pharmacies around the world.
The spinoff is anticipated to occur 18-to-24 months after the
announcement, or approximately the latter half of 2023.
“Our goal is to accelerate the growth, enhance innovation
and improve execution across all of our businesses following
this separation,” J&J Executive Chairman Alex Gorsky said in
November’s investor call announcing the spinoff. “We believe
that this move will allow us to even accelerate further the
progress that you’ve seen in our pharmaceutical and medical
device space.”
Complexity of healthcare and consumer markets has
required innovation and agility, making the timing appropriate
for a spinoff, and both businesses will be “well capitalized with
significant cash flow,” according to Gorsky.
J&J’s spinoff decision comes after GSK had announced
its own divestment of its consumer health business,2 which
features Advil and Excedrin pain relievers, Nexium and Tums
heartburn drugs, Centrum vitamins, Aquafresh toothpaste and
other products. The move is expected to occur in the middle of
this year.
GSK said it anticipates to receive an 8-billion-pound
dividend—approximately $10.8 billion based on early
January’s exchange rate GBP1=US$1.35—from the consumer
health business. As far as J&J’s dividend, the company, citing
the still-early stages of the spinoff plan, said: “there are many
details to be worked out and decisions still to be made.
We are committed to communicating with all our valued
stakeholders and keeping them informed as we move through
this process.”
“J&J’s consumer healthcare divestment follows a path
similar to GlaxoSmithKline’s divestment of its consumer
group,” Damien Conover, Morningstar analyst, wrote in a
research note.3 “However, with J&J trading at a higher valuation
multiple versus Glaxo, we see less potential for it to create
value with its consumer healthcare divestment, even with
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the strong comparable valuations of stand-alone consumer
health companies.” Conover added that he saw little synergy
between J&J’s consumer health and the pharma division and
he “wouldn’t be surprised” if the medical devices business was
eventually separated from the company.
“Given the market focus on higher-margin, higher-growth
businesses, we believe the removal of the consumer business
should be viewed positively, as it could unlock greater returns
from more concentrated investments for the pharma business,”
Morgan Stanley analyst Matthew Harrison wrote in a research
note shortly after J&J’s announcement.
At the pharma giant’s conference call related to its consumer
health spinoff, CFO Joseph Wolk said the “dis-synergies”
related to the spinoff could be $500 million to $1 billion.
While GSK announced its spinoff in 2020, the company is
facing criticism for its underperformance by activist investors.
In July, Elliott Advisors Ltd sent a letter to GSK’s board
criticizing its leadership, citing how it dropped from being the
third-largest drug company to the 11th, and its share of total
R&D spending dropped 30% during the last 15 years.4 Elliott
Advisors, which acquired a multi-billion-pound stake in GSK,
urged the drugmaker to double down further.
“From a broader capital allocation perspective, GSK chose
to maintain a dividend in excess of what it could afford,” Elliott
Advisors said in its letter to the board. “This shifted funds away
from investments in business development and R&D.”
GSK, however, maintains that the company has substantially
strengthened its R&D performance and productivity with 11
major product approvals since 2017, and it has doubled the
number of assets in Phase III clinical trials and registration
to 22.5 Over the next five-year period, GSK said its pharma
business expects to annually deliver sales growth and adjusted
operating profit growth of more than 5% and more than 10%,
respectively.
Pfizer, Merck, Abbott and others sharpen pharma focus
As noted, other large drugmakers have opted to sell and
spin off non-core businesses to get higher returns and reinvest
proceeds into developing new medications.
Merck & Co. spun off Organon & Co. in June 2021,6 and
as part of that spinoff, Merck received a $9 billion distribution
as it focuses upon faster growing product lines. Organon is
concentrating on women’s health, biosimilars and “established
medicines” across a range of therapeutic areas.
Since 2011, Pfizer has divested its animal health business
(Zoetis), its generics business (Upjohn), OTC medicines
and infant nutrition and capsule manufacturing businesses.
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Meanwhile, the company has been “refining and focusing
its approach to R&D,” Pfizer spokesperson Pam Eisele said.
Pfizer’s consumer health brands were sold to GSK as part of its
efforts to focus on pharmaceuticals.
Abbott Laboratories spun off AbbVie, the maker of Humira,
as a stand-alone biotech company in 2013, and its stock
performance has outpaced the S&P 500 since then, even as the
index was increasingly driven by technology giants, such as
Apple, Alphabet, Facebook and Netflix.
There are some exceptions to this trend. Germany’s Bayer
AG and Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany are among the
companies that have maintained significant non-pharma
businesses. Bayer has branched into diagnostics and agriculture,
while Merck KGaA has a flourishing chemicals business
that has grown significantly and its American Depository
Receipts (ADRs), which are traded “over-the-counter,” have
outperformed the S&P 500.
More R&D implications
While pharma manufacturers have opted to focus on
newer brand-name drugs, the conditions in researching and
developing drugs are evolving. The success rates of drugmakers
in getting a treatment to market have changed, reflecting a
willingness to set a higher bar in early-stage trials to prevent
expensive failures in later-stage trials.
Beyond that, the sector has showed great discipline in
allowing experimental medicines to fail quickly in earlier stage
trials rather than enduring high costs to push compounds to
Phase III studies. Stoll says the industry’s probability of technical
and regulatory success has improved between 2011 and 2018,
meaning the drugs in the latter stages of development are more
likely to succeed in reaching the market than a decade ago.
Drugmakers themselves point to their own development
programs and the role that data and analytics and a more
disciplined approach to development has served in increasing
the odds of success.
Pfizer said its end-to-end clinical success rate of new
molecular entities is 21%, versus an industry average of 11%,
and by the time the compounds reach Phase III trials, the
success rate is 85% versus 72%.
At a November investor day, Najat Khan, chief data science
officer and global head of R&D strategy at J&J’s Janssen
Pharmaceuticals division, said the company’s data and analytics
capabilities have enhanced clinical trial design, leading to faster
and more efficient studies. For example, artificial intelligence
and machine learning helped cut the development time of the
J&J Covid-19 vaccine by six weeks, according to Khan.

Where does M&A fit in the pharma focus?
As drugmakers double down on new products, R&D
becomes increasingly paramount for the business. Executives
are often at a crossroads about the “build-versus-buy” approach
to filling a product pipeline.
The majority of pharmaceutical companies aggressively
reinvest in developing next-generation drugs or acquiring
smaller biotechs that are pursuing innovative new drugs to
broaden a product portfolio, Stoll says.
The biggest and most common risk of mergers and
acquisitions across industries is overpaying.
With valuations at high levels for pre-revenue companies,
even the best due diligence cannot cut through the vagaries of
clinical trials and regulatory approvals. Meanwhile, doubling
down with a big deal to buy another drug company poses
integration risks beyond getting products to market.
Gorsky noted during the November investor call that the
post-spinoff J&J will have some “consistency about capital
allocation” with investments in its own programs, and that the
company’s appetite for M&A has largely been about smaller
acquisitions.
Koppel reminds that this has been the approach among
many pharma manufacturers—to focus on smaller companies
for acquisitions. Proceeds from divestitures of lower-growth
operations among the big pharma companies are helping to
fund these acquisitions.
“There is more value in buying several smaller biotech
companies while avoiding some of the integration headaches
that come with acquiring one big company,” Koppel says.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
William Borden is a freelance journalist covering the
pharmaceutical industry. He is based in New Jersey.
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For Industry in Flux,
is M&A Jolt in Store?
A conversation with Michael Abrams, co-founder and managing partner,
Numerof & Associates
MICHAEL CHRISTEL

P

rospects of an M&A resurgence—or indeed a rebound to more “normal” dealmaking levels preCovid—has been a hot topic entering the new year when forecasting biopharma business fortunes.
In fact, EY finds in its new M&A Firepower report that only 9% of biopharma firepower—defined as
a company’s capacity to do M&A based on the strength of its balance sheet—was deployed on M&A
in 2021. Hence, substantial capital is at the ready to allocate to M&A and strategic partnership-type
pursuits this year. The goal is twofold: access new products, innovation and talent, while offsetting risks
from patent expirations, pricing pressures and other headwinds; ultimately, of course, to secure future,
value-driven revenue channels. Other advisors in healthcare and the life sciences, such as the global
consultancy Numerof & Associates, agree that an expected surge in dealmaking is in the offing, citing
contributing factors such as the impending federal legislation on drug pricing in the US.
“We describe the healthcare environment as an industry in transition on steroids, if you will,” says Michael
Abrams, co-founder and managing partner of Numerof. “The pace of technology, the changes in regulation,
the changes in the customer base—patients are becoming consumers. All of that is huge.” Then, throw in
the pandemic for good measure, and “we’re not going to go back to where we were,” Abrams adds.
The ability, therefore, for drugmakers, and their supply-chain
partners, to adapt to the demands of the changing climate and
implement a clear commercial strategy accordingly, is critical.
Pharmaceutical Commerce caught up with Abrams to discuss
that and more—and dig deeper into the broader M&A scene.
1. What drivers are you seeing now in the biopharma/
healthcare space that make you believe there will be an
uptick in larger M&A dealmaking this year?
I think there is more going on than some people in the
media have really pointed to. Broadly speaking, the risks in
the business environment are increasing for the sector, and
I see that as the underlying driver for M&A activity in ’22;
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because it’s shaping up to be a risky year for pharmaceutical
manufacturers in particular. One of the factors is that the
healthcare sector is under increased financial pressure due to
the pandemic. They’ve been impacted heavily from things like
staffing problems and higher patient counts than they’re really
geared for. Many of them have had to curtail the high-margin
activities that usually shore up their financial health.
The other issue with healthcare delivery is that consolidated
organizations are beginning to use their increased size to
obtain more power in the market, which means every supplier,
not least of which is pharmaceuticals, is going to feel the pain.
Then the other factor, I think, is a political one—the [US
midterm] elections coming up are going to spotlight the issue
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of drug pricing with a level of intensity that will probably be
exceptional. There are other things that are also on the radar
that are policy threats—corporate and global tax reforms, the
FTC’s new focus on regulating M&A; we’ll see what those turn
out to look like, but they’re out there.
All of these threats raise the risk for the industry and increase
the attraction of M&A to enhance market clout and to provide
deeper pockets to weather competitive and policy shocks.
2. At the same time, small and mid-sized biopharma in
the last couple years, amid the pandemic, have seemed
to be at an advantage in initiating a lot of deals in more of
a seller’s market (Evaluate Vantage reports that volume
of takeovers and spend by these companies hit at least a
five-year high in 2021). Do you think that will continue?
I don’t necessarily see a massive bias toward larger deals.
Larger deals come with larger risk and smaller deals, generally
speaking, come with smaller risk because you know more
precisely what you’re buying. With larger deals, it’s really
about the strategic fit at the portfolio level, or even at the
business level, and that can’t be detailed and nailed down
nearly as precisely as you can when you’re buying a single or a
couple of assets.
I don’t see that really changing the nature of what will
happen going forward. When the pandemic was in full
force, that did tend to make [larger] companies a little more
conservative. And that perhaps trended to smaller deals for
that reason. But it’s really more about individual companies
and what comes their way in terms of opportunities. Because,
at the end of the day, it’s about products. It’s about being out
there early with the best technology in order to really deliver
the value that nets the margins.
3. According to CB Insights, funding for digital health
startups grew 79% last year and M&A activity jumped
44% from 2020 levels. Do you see
more pharma deals picking up
around digital health types of
applications?
There is tremendous interest in
that space and I do see more deals
around digital health; I see more
deals around healthcare services.
That’s been exploding. Big pharma
has a lot of capital that they can use
to further their acquisition activities
in areas like these. Some of them

have also freed up cash because they narrowed their portfolio
and spun off parts of it, deciding that they want to be more
focused on a particular area. It’s time to put the cash that
they realized to work and hopefully make themselves a more
innovative operation as consequence.
4. More specifically exploring the implications from
federal legislation on drug pricing, including provisions
in Biden’s Build Back Better (BBB) plan to lower Rx
prices, have those developments already started
prompting a spending spree among large pharmas?
I don’t know that it’s prompting a
spending spree, but it’s not as though
the big pharmas have ignored the
popular sentiment. There are very
few issues that have such strong
support from a population point
of view, from a bipartisan point of
view. Whether this is right or wrong,
everybody agrees that drugs cost too
much. There is tremendous support
to do something, we just haven’t been
able to agree on what exactly to do.

It’s about being out
there early with the
best technology
in order to really
deliver the value
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The proposed legislation in BBB may not survive in its
initial form, but given the level of support for recognition
of the problem, it wouldn’t be a shock if some sort of price
controls came out the other end of this process.
If we do wind up seeing additional controls that resemble
what’s been proposed, it would certainly increase the importance
of those first few critical years in the market when a new
product is exempted from price controls. That would incentivize
companies to increase their go-to-market entry pricing in order
to compensate for the price concessions they might be forced to
make later in the product lifecycle. It’s a bit of a balloon problem—
squeeze it here, it expands over there.
5. Would those controls compel some companies to look
for quick acquisitions?
I think it would put that much more pressure on companies
to be early in the market with the latest technology, because
that’s where they can collect a premium for being there and
offering the value, assuming the value is really there.
6. Do you see these developments—as you alluded to,
under the proposal, starting in 2023, Medicaid price
negotiations could begin on expensive drugs: treatments
for cancer, rheumatoid arthritis and others—giving
companies the impetus to protect cash reserves
by targeting the smaller deals that have been more
prevalent during the pandemic, over larger ones?
I don’t see that as being a big factor in building cash reserves.
There is enough free cash flow out there that it probably would
not put a dent in efforts to acquire new technology, if that
technology appeals to a potential buyer to have important
implications for their future commercial success. That’s always
been the go-to route, and I don’t see that model changing.
Cash reserves right now are so large that I just don’t see it
making a meaningful difference in what
they have to spend on acquisitions. I
think there’s a bit of pent-up demand
even now—even though M&A last
year was not nearly as depressed as
the prior year.
7. What about factors that
emerged in recent months
around the Covid Omicron
variant? Did that impact board
M&A decision-making in
pharma, with the thought being

that before Omicron, it was starting to look like large
pharma players who spent the better part of the last two
years working on pandemic relief could start to shift
focus back to dealmaking?
Covid made boards certainly more conservative in ’20, and
even though ’21 was a bigger M&A year than ’20, they were
still being careful and keeping their acquisitions a little on the
smaller side—not really making the big bets. I think that was
a function of uncertainty. It’s hard to commit a big chunk of
capital to an acquisition when you’re not sure that the sky won’t
fall next week.
I think with Omicron I do feel like we have more predictability
into the future, and that makes it more feasible, I believe, to
commit capital to growth at this point than it has historically
[during the pandemic]. I think we’ll see more attention to that,
and that’s at least partly behind the M&A surge that is generally
expected in ’22.
8. Does Numerof & Associates examine M&A and other
business trends in pharma subsegments such as those
in logistics/supply chain? What related trends are you
seeing in those areas?
We do—we support clients, for example, in the distribution
space. They’re all about small margins, big volume—and they’re
feeling squeezed. Like most pharma players, when they’re
feeling the pressure, they look for ways to either increase their
margins by providing additional value, or they look to see
what adjacent spaces they can enter where they can utilize the
capabilities they’ve already developed—but in an area that isn’t
quite subject to the same level of pressure.
The pandemic has upended so many assumptions. One
of them in particular being relevant to distribution is the
whole “just-in-time” idea. The assumptions guiding that idea,
historically, suddenly no longer hold; so you can’t count on
that going forward. That means
going back to the strategic drawing
board, if you will.

It’s hard to commit a
big chunk of capital
to an acquisition
when you’re not sure
that the sky won’t
fall next week
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9. As a result, is it tougher now
for your clients in pharma
distribution to differentiate their
services, such as “just-in-time”
delivery, for example, from their
competitors?
I think it means going back
and examining the assumptions
that you’ve always made and never
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looked at before, and asking yourself, do you feel comfortable
continuing to work under those old assumptions? Or has the
pandemic proven that they’re not as certain as you thought?
And if that’s the case, then you need a strategic alternative. So,
yes, it has changed a lot of things, and those players have to
rethink the assumptions that they’re operating under, and, in
many cases, come up with alternative approaches.
10. You hear the word a lot these days, particularly
amid the pandemic, about the need for supply-chain
“resiliency.” How do you advise your distributor
clients—many dealing with current supply-chain
challenges and frustrations —on being resilient in
managing and moving products along?
It depends very much on the products, the portfolio, the
customer base, and so on—and any resiliency approach needs
to be customized to the circumstances. But just the very fact
that executives are asking the question, “what can we do so that
we don’t get caught in this bind again?” is important, and it
wasn’t being asked before. A lot of the underlying assumptions
used to be taken as axiomatic, and you didn’t need to think too
hard about them. That’s all changed.
It now requires a customized response based on factors
such as what part of the business environment does a company
sell into—is it to hospitals, to the consumer, how does it work?
All of that goes into the question of how do we make ourselves
more resilient to shocks like this.
Some companies, when things feel like they’ve gotten back
to normal, they may or may not continue to pursue this whole
strategic idea of having alternatives. But some of them will
because they really felt the pain.
11. Your bio states you’re an
advocate for data-based business
decision-making. How would you
define that approach in practical
terms—and how do you support
pharma clients on decisionmaking strategies based on
those kinds of analytics?
It goes really beyond analytics.
You’re right, we, as a firm, advocate
for the importance of value—this
ability of value and the importance
of the market in evaluating and
pricing products that is in line with
the value that they provide. This is

not really far at all, generally speaking, from the way certainly
the pharmaceutical and the biopharma sectors operate.
Our focus on data means that claims of value need to be
backed up with data that demonstrates those benefits. Our
business is about strategy at the enterprise level, the commercialoperations level and the product level.
We help clients frame and communicate their value
proposition, whether it’s for the enterprise as a whole or is for a
single product. Oddly enough, the ability to do that is not really
as common as you would expect, because for many years in the
pharmaceutical arena, a new product was embraced because
it was new. The claims of benefits didn’t really need to be
backed up with data. But that’s changed because the healthcare
delivery sector is under such pressure, with every new purchase
scrutinized. And in many cases, the margin that a company
pays on a new product comes right out of its bottom line; and,
at the same time, others might say, “Well, I was fine with the
current standard of care, why do I need this?”
So a value story not only needs to be data-based, but it has
to be customized to fit the concerns of the intended audience,
and there are many different audiences—clinicians, payers,
administrators, and more; each one has their own perspective
on what’s important to them. So we help clients develop and
communicate that value narrative, whether, again, it’s just for
one product or whether it’s for the entire enterprise. And when
we’re talking about an M&A kind of situation, it’s more than
an elevator speech—every organization needs to have a way to
explain what they’re about and why they’re valuable—whether
you’re selling a product or you’re selling the whole firm.
12. It’s safe to say, then, it’s even more important for
drug manufacturers these days to share that value
story with all those different
healthcare entities, correct?
Absolutely. I think what’s going on
can only put more emphasis on that.
And it’s not just at product launch,
but it’s all through the lifecycle of
the product. As far as selling it to the
people they need to write the check,
they need to see the value. Whereas
before, they didn’t scrutinize the
purchase as heavily. Maybe that was
a time when their margins were
fatter and they didn’t think that hard
about every dollar that went out the
door. But that’s all changed.

Players have
to rethink the
assumptions that
they’re operating
under, and come
up with alternative
approaches
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TO RETHINK YOUR 3PL.
Knipper 3PL delivers a complete range of scalable, compliant,
and cost-effective solutions that deliver unsurpassed results.

Knipper 3PL technology advancements result
in workﬂow processes that increase speed,
quality, and accuracy while controlling costs.
It also includes tools for enhanced data
collection and cutting-edge analytics that
help you make faster and smarter decisions.
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your requirements today and in the future
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continuous improvement.
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Rethinking Your 3PL. It’s Time.
“State-of-the-Art” is a phrase that can have real
meaning and impact when you think about
your 3PL.
3PLs and other companies invest in technology
improvements. These advancements result in
facilities that are more energy efﬁcient, more
economical to build, and more space efﬁcient.
This creates a workﬂow process technology that
increases quality and accuracy, while controlling
costs. These improvements include tools for
enhanced data collection and cutting-edge
data analytics.

Think about those advantages the next time you
speak to your current 3PL provider and ask them
these important questions:

















For manufacturers, 3PL providers that make
these investments can offer higher quality
distribution and order to cash services.
It also means that fees for these services have
a strong potential to remain ﬁxed or be lower
than those of other 3PL competitors. Providers
who choose to remain tied to older, dated
technologies simply can’t provide those beneﬁts.

What kind of technology are you using to
improve order picking and packing in the
warehouse?
Does your technology platform enable higher
quality and lower error picking of orders for
customers?
Does the labor savings of your current
technology result in lower fees for you
as their client?
How old is your ERP?
Does it have a fully-integrated “tool bench” for
customer service representatives to allow you
and your customers to get fast responses?
Are tools available to the ﬁnancial group that
manages accounts receivable, to help lower
days sales outstanding and reduce deductions?
Is your sales and inventory data available in a
real-time dashboard format for all the groups
in our company to use?
Are you ready for DSCSA 2023 serialization
requirements?
What future technology innovations are you
planning?

Listen closely to the answers to be certain that
what you’re hearing is consistent with your
current and future needs.
Remember that what is “State-of-the-Art”
today may not be tomorrow. Time doesn’t
stand still, so look for a 3PL partner who
is fully up-to-date and has an eye on their
future...and most importantly, yours.
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The Shifting Course
in Logistics Support

Today’s ideal pharma third-party logistics (3PL) provider brings the right mix of
physical assets, internal expertise, data analytics and strategic partnerships to
function as a seamless extension of a manufacturer’s internal operations—no matter
what disruptions arise
SUZANNE SHELLEY, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

I

n the context of the biopharma/life sciences/healthcare sectors, the concept of third-party logistics
(3PL) conjures images of vast warehouses with forklifts, acres of pallets and shelving and specialized
personnel providing pick-and-pack services to help coordinate the delivery of medications and
medical devices to pharmacies and retail stores, clinics and hospitals, interim warehouses and patients
at home. However, today’s buffet of 3PL offerings is so much richer than that, and the specialized
companies that offer 3PL services have continued to expand their offerings, to both keep up with and
stay ahead of their pharma partners’ needs.

“Logistics operations in the life sciences and healthcare
sectors are complex—with no margin for error—given the
life-sustaining and lifesaving nature of pharmaceuticals,
biologics, vaccines and the essential equipment and supplies
moving through our supply chains,” says Jim Saponaro,
president, life sciences and Healthcare, DHL Supply
Chain. The confluence of pandemic response and the need
for enhanced temperature control against the backdrop
of seasonal supply fluctuations and a strict regulatory
environment have created considerable upheaval and strain
in the global supply chain.
“Limited physical space, technology advances and talent
are all highly valued within the pharma/life sciences industry,
and as a result, drug manufacturers want to focus those
resources on the activities that create the greatest value to
the bottom line, and outsource those activities that do not,”
says Phil Wilson, chief operating officer, Cryoport, Inc. This
creates opportunity for specialized companies that have
expertise in handling various 3PL activities, and can maintain
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the dedicated, temperature-controlled warehouse space and
personnel, along with other packaging, transportation and
monitoring assets. “Our pharma clients are able to focus their
time and effort on creating life-changing innovations that
help people live healthier lives; we help to get their critical
therapies to providers and patients quickly and reliably,” says
Hany Salama, VP and general manager, third-party logistics,
RxCrossroads by McKesson.
“The ideal 3PL partner provides end-to-end service
capabilities that address unique product requirements,” adds
Scott Fata, associate director, supply chain and operations for
Accenture. “Such companies must provide data visibility and
integration into clients’ legacy systems and be able to quickly
detect and react to any excursions that may happen during
shipping (such as delays or temperature changes), to safeguard
product integrity and security.”
Given the sensitive nature of so many of the pharma products
that are transported all over the world today, maintaining
package visibility is Job 1. The Covid-19 pandemic, of course,
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The action at one of McKesson’s 30 US pharmaceutical distribution centers. Credit: Courtesy of McKesson
has spotlighted this mission. For example, through its UPS
Premier technology, UPS Healthcare focuses on providing
real-time visibility into the precise location of each single
vaccine package—“down to within three meters of its location
anywhere in the UPS global network,” says Dan Gagnon, VP of
global marketing and Strategy for UPS Healthcare.

More tasks, more asks

Today, the ability to outsource key activities to 3PL partners
is equally important to drug manufacturers at both ends
of the spectrum—larger established pharma organizations
with a broad portfolio of products that must move through
different distribution channels, and smaller companies and
startups that typically cannot justify or maintain the overhead
or expertise, physical infrastructure or staffing needed to
manage the full suite of business-continuity capabilities, notes
Albert Cooksey, SVP, general manager, 3PL Services for ICS, a
division of AmerisourceBergen.
“The large, established pharma companies don’t typically
need a full outsourced 3PL solution, as they have much of
the infrastructure and capabilities already in place,” adds
John Blackington, VP, business development, Life Science
Logistics (LSL). “But large players still tend to seek 3PL
support for specialized therapies and products that don’t

fit neatly into their existing portfolio or warehousing and
distribution infrastructure.”
The types of support services any pharma company
needs to enable speed to market and ensure patient access to
medications will, by necessity, change over time. “What may
be working today may not be a best practice a year from now,
so staying on top of the trends and ongoing forecasting is
essential,” says Blackington.

3PL partner hallmarks

“The goal of any 3PL company is to work in lockstep with
their pharma clients, to be a necessary part of the business,”
notes Cooksey. “Close collaboration with 3PL partners is often
the best way to launch a new product, to help take advantage
of existing scale and expertise that does not exist within their
own companies.”
Robert Coyle, SVP, healthcare for Switzerland-based
Kuehne+Nagel, adds: “This era of Covid-19 has changed the
way in which people look at the supply chain—creating what
might be called ‘business as unusual’—and this has created
many new challenges.” Hence, the ability to leverage the
expertise, physical infrastructure and economies of scale of
today’s 3PL experts offers a stabilizing force, helping pharma
manufacturers to pivot and operate reliably in the face of
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An evolving service landscape
Specialized services that today’s pharma 3PL providers are able to
offer continue to grow in scope and complexity:
• S torage and inventory-management capabilities for both dry
warehousing and temperature-controlled warehousing.
• P ick-and-pack services and related logistics.
•G
 lobal inbound and outbound transportation and distribution of
finished pharma products, medical devices, active ingredients and
raw materials via air, sea, road and rail.
•H
 ighly regulated distribution of controlled substances with appropriate vault/gage capacity and dedicated regulatory and quality
oversight.
• B ack-office and financial services (including invoicing, customer
service, electronic order management, chargeback processing,
accounts receivable and payment collection).
• C ustomer service team members—who are “branded” to the
pharma company—to handle orders over the phone and manage
customer touch points.
• E xternal websites and messaging to support direct-to-consumer
messaging and ordering.
• C ustom kit building, storage and distribution.
• E nd-to-end tracking capabilities for regulatory compliance.
• Labeling and relabeling products (with FDA approval).
• S upport for serialization requirements.
• Integration of all upstream and downstream partners to enable
extended supply chains with seamless handoffs.
• Diagnostic sample collection and transportation.
• T itle and non-title 3PL service level options for manufacturers.
• Clinical trial support.
• S atellite-tracked plasma transportation and warehousing to support autologous and allogeneic cell-and-gene therapy activities.
• C omplete business-continuity planning to guarantee 100% site
redundancy and full generator backup.
• S ame-day and after-hours shipping of critical products.
• E nd-to-end product returns, recalls, product destruction and
medical device decontamination.
•D
 igitalization of supply-chain platforms for enhanced tracking
and visibility.
• S trategic network of GDP-certified facilities and GMP facilities
across key geographies.
•D
 ocumentation, customs clearance, tracking and tracing for
global imports/exports.
•D
 ata analytics to support inventory management, transportation
management, fulfillment and forecasting.

unforeseen problems—related to, for instance, the pandemic,
weather, political unrest, volume volatility, transportation
issues, supply chain pinch points and shortages of everything
from labor to transportation assets, to raw materials and
packaging materials.
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“The ability to balance visibility with supply chain
standardization as much as possible can help all stakeholders
to face today’s challenges with the right level of agility,” adds
DHL’s Saponaro.
Essentially, clients are expecting their 3PL partners to function
like seamless extensions of their own internal operations, notes
Wilson of Cryoport, adding: “The winners in the space will be
those companies that can demonstrate their competence and
value, and offer ancillary, value-added functions.”
Many current 3PL providers use a control tower or
command center approach to help strengthen critical supply
chain visibility and resiliency, notes Accenture’s Fata. Such
a technology platform helps 3PL providers to uncover and
mitigate risk by synchronizing transport, providing enhanced
visibility on shipments in transit and minimizing daily
operational risks. “The enhanced real-time visibility that is
possible using a control tower approach helps 3PL providers to
quickly identify rising risk and to pivot as needed to optimize
deliveries,” adds Saponaro.
One particular area of growth for 3PL providers is the need
to support pharma manufacturers’ complex title and nontitle licensing needs. “Our 3PL title model provides missing
capabilities for manufacturers who have not yet completed
the acquisition of state licenses before their product launch,”
explains Salama of RxCrossroads. “We are able to leverage
our own distribution licenses and purchase product from
the manufacturer to sell to customers based on contractual
requirements.” This offering allows companies—especially
emerging biopharma who may not have the resources to gain
all the state licenses —to go to market much sooner.
Salama continues: “In our non-title model, we are able
to act as the manufacturer’s agent to ship and sell product
on their behalf. This provides a flexible model to fit the
manufacturer needs, from full order to cash, fulfillment only,
or storage of product.”
Another trend that is helping to shape the 3PL landscape
is the acceleration of in-home healthcare and telehealth—
“partially a result of the pandemic but a trend that will continue
to be an important factor in the industry moving forward,”
says Gagnon of UPS Healthcare. “Patients now expect greater
flexibility and customization if their care can be offered from
the comfort of their homes, so it will be important for 3PL
providers to work with their pharma customers to provide
seamless communication and transparency with patients, and
to manage the data being collected.”
Similarly, serialization requirements that mandate unique
numerical identifiers for pharma products that can be tracked
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DHL is aiming to expand its pharmaceutical and medical device distribution network footprint by 60% by the end of 2023.
Credit: Courtesy of DHL Supply Chain

through every handoff in the supply chain are designed to help
combat counterfeit medications and safeguard both patient
lives and drug company earnings. Such efforts will continue
to add challenges for 3PL providers, creating massive datagathering and handling requirements.
“We have the ability to support serialization and are trying
to stay at least a year ahead of the curve,” says ICS’s Cooksey.
“We’re working on both the inbound and outbound processes
now, even though the outbound process won’t be required for
a few more years.”
Pending new requirements under the Drug Supply Chain
Security Act (DSCSA) set to go into effect in November 2023,
including a fully DSCSA-compliant track-and-trace system,
are also keeping many 3PL players up at night. “DSCSA will
require increased scrutiny in terms of knowing what item is
in which case on what pallet,” says John Wirthlin, industry
principal, manufacturing, transportation and logistics for
Zebra Technologies. This must be done, he stresses, with high
accuracy without slowing down shipments in the supply chain,
and it will be critical as well for companies to have the ability
to capture serialization data and events in real-time. “The 3PL
organizations that stand out today are those that are investing
in advanced data-capture technology to set themselves apart
from the competition,” says Wirthlin.
LSL’s Blackington agrees, noting: “It’s important for all 3PL
providers to understand what’s coming down the road, and to

build capacity and capabilities to stay ahead of clients’ space
requirements and needs.” He says LSL periodically conducts
market surveys to identify key geographies where added
investment makes long-term strategic sense.
Accenture’s Fata, citing a shifting product portfolio mix
into “newer science,” such as cell and gene therapy, points out
that 3PL labor issues and shortages can make it difficult to
keep lead times and fulfillment commitments.
Several 3PLs recently announced capacity expansions
and other strategic investments to strengthen their regional
capabilities. They include:
• J. Knipper and Company, Inc. completed the expansion of its
distribution center in Charlestown, IN. The growth includes an
additional 150,000 sq. ft. of space, which offers refrigeration
capacity of 1,500 pallets and a drive-in freezer.
• LSL added a new 132,000 sq. ft., mixed-use, controlledtemperatures (20–25°C) and cold-chain (2–8°C)
storage and distribution facility in Research Triangle
Park, NC, and a 440,000-sq.-ft., multi-client facility near
Indianapolis, bringing the company’s US footprint of
FDA-regulated storage and distribution space to more
than 4 million sq. ft.
• DHL Life Sciences, which operates more than 35
dedicated life sciences facilities in the US, has a planned
investment to expand its pharmaceutical and medical
device distribution network footprint by 60% by the end
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ICS recently added cryogenic storage at its Brooks, KY, site.
Credit: Courtesy of AmerisourceBergen/ICS

of 2023 (adding more than 5 million sq. ft.), with nine
new US sites and two building upgrades.
• UPS Healthcare announced construction of two new
good distribution practice (GDP)-compliant, healthcarelicensed distribution facilities in Italy and Australia, as
well as expansions and cold-chain retrofit projects in The
Netherlands, Czechia, Poland, Hungary and the US. UPS
is also adding eight new locations (New York, Miami,
Amsterdam, Paris, Melbourne, Sidney, Tokyo and Seoul)
to support subsidiary Marken’s global network of cell
and gene therapy centers of excellence, bringing the total
to 14 certified sites. These will augment existing sites
in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia, London,
Frankfurt and Singapore.
• Cryoport has opened a new global logistics center in
Singapore, following the opening of one in Osaka, Japan,
in late 2020, to strengthen its footprint in the AsiaPacific region. The company also acquired F-Airgate,
a provider of temperature-controlled supply chain
solutions, headquartered in Brussels, and Critical
Transport Solutions Australia Pty Ltd., and entered a
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strategic partnership with Cell Matters, S.A., to deliver
cryopreservation services to support autologous and
allogeneic cell and gene therapies.
• Cardinal Health has partnered with Ember Technologies
to offer the Ember Cube, which is said to be “the world’s
first self-refrigerated, cloud-based shipping box” to ensure
cold-chain product integrity and security with reduced
shipping waste.
• RxCrossroads 3PL services recently opened a new, 1-million
sq. ft. pharmaceutical distribution center in Shepherdsville,
KY, dedicated to large- and small- molecule drugs and
ambient, refrigerated and frozen therapies, including one of
the Covid vaccines.
• K+N is launching the Seaexplorer disruption indicator to
measure the efficiency of the global container shipping
network. The indicator shows the cumulative waiting time
in days at several key ports around the world, along with
advanced analytics and trends on the current situation
impacting the globe. K+N is also expanding capacity in
Belgium, the US, Singapore and Korea to support multiple
temperature requirements.
• ICS has expanded its distribution center in Ohio and opened
a second facility in Kentucky. The AmerisourceBergen
unit plans to add another 115,000 sq. ft. to its footprint
in Kentucky later this year. These efforts will raise ICS’s
managed warehouse space to more than 1 million sq. ft.
over three strategic locations. The company is also adding
2,500 pallet positions of cold-chain storage, and recently
added additional cryogenic storage capacity, along with the
ability to commission and apply unique serialized labels on
cryogenic products, in its Brooks, KY, location.
In addition to footprint and capacity expansions, many
3PL providers today are investing in automation and artificial
intelligence (AI) to support a number of operations. “Warehouse
and carrier labor shortages are accelerating the need for AI and
robotics in order to meet client needs, and AI is also growing in
use to help 3PL providers to better understand exactly where the
product is in the supply chain at any time,” says Joel Wayment,
VP of operations, Cardinal Health Third Party Logistics Services.
“We are also making continued investments in our online
ordering platform to support drug manufacturers’ customers,”
adds Wayment. “To drive ongoing improvement, we recently
released an advanced self-service solution to minimize the
time it takes to get things done and the number of ‘touches’ a
transaction takes to complete.”
Of course, the human touch never falls out of favor in
these pursuits. “A high customer experience, in terms of
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responsiveness and communication, and strong order-tocash management are also highly valued differentiators for
3PL providers,” says Wayment. “Not getting the order-to-cash
management piece right can not only have an impact on a
manufacturer’s reputation in the market but can negatively
impact its financial stability as a company.”

Lessons learned in the era of Covid

During the many ups and downs of the coronavirus
pandemic, efforts to create business continuity have left drug
manufacturers and their 3PL partners feeling like they have
been hanging onto the reins of a bucking bronco. “From the
onset of the pandemic, we knew the crisis would shift and
reshape the way in which the healthcare industry operates,”
says Gagnon of UPS Healthcare.
“Covid-19 quickly showed the vulnerabilities in many
companies’ supply chains,” adds Cryoport’s Wilson. “Even
robust and well-designed supply chains got caught up in the
world’s collective pause.”
According to Gagnon, 3PLs, much like drug manufacturers,
ministries of health, foreign governments and humanitarian
organizations, immediately coordinated on getting personal
protective equipment (PPE) and Covid tests, vaccines and
therapies to those in need. “To support our proprietary coldchain technologies and logistics services, we expanded coolers
and new freezer farms, invested in dry
ice manufacturing equipment and
in thermal packaging solutions, and
with these new developments and
technologies, we’ve accomplished
more within the last year than we
thought possible,” adds Gagnon on
UPS’s efforts.
“The goal is always to ensure
that our transport and supplychain processes flow as efficiently
as possible, based on experience
and innovative analysis tools,”
says DHL’s Saponaro. “Those 3PL
providers that already operate large,
diversified networks of physical
assets on the ground, have been able
to leverage alternative facilities and transportation routes to
keep products moving in the face of sudden interruptions,
such as Covid outbreaks at a facility, catastrophic weather
situations, geopolitical instability and other travel or supply
chain disruptions.

Cryoport shippers for transport of cell and gene therapies.
Credit: Courtesy of Cryoport

For instance, DHL’s e-commerce business grew at a record
rate during the pandemic, says Saponaro, adding: “We were
able to seamlessly move personnel from other temporarily
interrupted businesses to help support those growing
e-commerce requirements.”
ICS routinely has alternative
distribution options available within
its network, and “playbooks and
protocols in place, so we could pivot
quickly, as needed,” says Cooksey.
“People often think of businesscontinuity planning as a large-scale
process, but in the era of Covid, we
all saw that it also has to be done on a
more micro scale—for instance, with
improved planning and investments
made by manufacturers of critical
components, such as freezer units, gel
packs and insulation,” he adds.
Me a nw h i l e , t h e a c c e l e r at e d
timelines of vaccine development and
rollout in response to the Covid paradigm helped to create other
best practices. “Our ability to get involved with the vaccine
developers very early on—before the Covid vaccines were
even approved—to help develop and coordinate the most
efficient supply chain proved itself to be a winning strategy, and

What may be
working today may
not be a best practice
a year from now, so
staying on top of
ongoing forecasting
is essential
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Kuehne + Nagel shipments of Moderna’s Covid-19 vaccine at the
Paro International Airport in Bhutan. Credit: Courtesy of K+ N
is certainly applicable in other therapeutic spaces that require
specialized, cold-chain distribution going forward,” says K+N’s
Coyle. “It’s important for 3PL companies to get involved in the
process as early as possible to work through the details—not
waiting for the RFQ to be published—because having earlystage conversations and iterating through the evolving data
and regulatory requirements can help to build in the needed
flexibility and agility.”
For smaller 3PL providers, nurturing strategic partnerships
to enable greater reach on short notice has also proven to be a
valuable business practice. “We don’t own the planes, trains and
automobiles, so to speak—that’s not our core competency—
but we continue to develop and maintain strong relationships
with all of our partners, so we are able to provide our customers
with the best options to optimize the route and provide reliable
delivery every time,” says Blackington of LSL. Such partners
include packaging companies, engineering design experts,
transportation partners and specialists in packaging design,
facility design and transportation-lane access.
Shaking hands across the aisle with competitors is another
best practice that has emerged. “While it’s always been a
part of our strategy to make significant investments in our
global infrastructure, there will always be situations in which
it makes good strategic sense for us to partner with other
3PL companies, so we can remain nimble yet still get the job
done,” says Coyle.
“All of my competitors are also my partners in different
regions when we need to work with others to further strengthen
our own capabilities in certain geographic regions,” he continues.
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“We’re acting on behalf of our clients, so in some situations or
some geographies, working closely with other 3PL companies
and logistics providers helps us to react quickly and create the
most efficient and least disruptive supply-chain solution.”
In recent years, K+N has also advanced a concept the
company refers to as fourth-party logistics (4PL). “The
4PL concept is used to provide more integrated logistics by
strategically enlisting other global 3PL providers that can
bring their own specialized capabilities—not necessarily
by adding physical assets—to enable full planning around
transportation, booking of orders, last-mile delivery issues
and more,” says Coyle.
He adds that the control tower the used to support the
4PL concept uses a single platform to collate data, and uses
AI-supported applications to turn that data into actionable
information, so that complex logistics processes can be
orchestrated dynamically. “The control tower is not just a
data or software service, but rather a collaboration involving
people, processes and systems that adds sustainable value,”
Coyle contends.
Another key to minimizing supply-chain disruptions
also lies in planning and adopting the latest technology.
DHL, for instance, says Saponaro, is constantly searching
out for innovations such as driverless forklifts and pickingassisted robots.
In a 2021 survey carried out by Zebra Technologies, the
company found that more than 40% of surveyed patients and
pharma industry decision-makers say regulators and pharma
manufacturers are the ones most responsible for combating
stolen, counterfeit and contaminated medicines. “In order
to alleviate patients’ fears and improve the traceability and
safety of medications, 3PLs need to be able to meet regulatory
compliance with a high degree of accuracy and speed,
says Wirthlin.
“These evolving patient demands will certainly be a wakeup
call for pharmaceutical industry leaders who, for years, have
been primarily focused on meeting regulatory standards,” he
adds. “Manufacturers, government agencies, pharmacies and
healthcare providers must work together to win consumers’
trust in the supply chain.”
“We hang our hat on the customization and flexibility aspect
of our offerings, because every pharma/biotech/life sciences
customer has a very specific set of needs,” reminds Blackington.
“So, in a sense, we’re creating a new business model for each
and every one of them. The goal is to keep a finger on the
pulse of industry-wide challenges and to help plan for the next
hurdle that may be coming down the pike.”
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CAR-Ts: Three Supply
Chain Considerations
As more of these novel—and costly—cell therapies gain approval, revamped strategies
around scaling, coordination and workflow are critical to their launch
BY JOEL WAYMENT, CARDINAL HEALTH 3PL SERVICES

S

ince the first chimeric antigen receptor T-cell (CAR-T) therapy was
approved by the FDA in 2017, scientists and providers have begun looking
at the future of medicine differently. As a cell-based treatment, the process
of CAR-T therapy involves genetically engineering T-cells to help them
attack cancer. And while the innovation behind this massive development
continues to see great success in patients, the advent of an entirely new
approach to healthcare has already resulted in the need for an innovative
approach to the administrative and logistical nature of these promising—yet,
highly expensive—therapies.

Given that these products
utilize patients’ own cells to treat and cure diseases,
the collection, manufacturing and return of the cells is a
complex process that carries unprecedented implications for
the already-strained pharmaceutical supply chain. As new
CAR-T therapies continue through the drug development
pipeline, pharmaceutical manufacturers must now ensure
standardization in the supply chain for scale, connecting the
many stakeholders and reinventing new workflows for these
innovative products.
Based on our experience, here are three major supply
chain considerations in the launch strategy to evaluate.
Understanding the end-to-end logistics management
Unlike more traditional therapies, using a patient’s own
cells to create a therapy requires the need for a concerted
logistical effort that leaves no room for error. This process
must not only ensure the chain of identity remains intact, but

that the timing for collection, manufacturing and infusion is
on the patient’s timeline (e.g., they are not too sick to receive
the treatment).
While these products rarely use a typical warehouse
storage with third-party logistics (3PL), it does not mean the
logistics from ordering, delivery and everywhere in between
should be taken lightly.
Ordering platforms. In order to respond to the real-time
nature of these therapies, the ordering platform for CAR-Ts
implemented by pharma manufacturers may need to be as
personalized as the therapy it is supporting. For healthcare
providers (HCPs) and hospitals, cumbersome logistics remains
the top concern for ordering these therapies for patients. This
means it is vital for pharma manufacturers to look for ways to
incorporate their unique requirements into a HCP’s standard
order processes, rather than adding further administrative
burden onto an already taxed healthcare system.
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Focusing on making the ordering process as seamless
(and in some cases, self-service) as possible ensures a quicker
turnaround time that is vital for these therapies, given that
these patients often have very small windows where they may
be healthy enough to sustain treatment.
The ordering process must do more than just ordering,
however. The circular logistics of getting cells from the
patient, genetically engineering them in a different location,
and then returning the therapy to the site of care at the same
time a patient is able to receive treatment necessitates that
the platform has the capabilities to also schedule delivery of
initial collection, pickup for altering and delivery of the final
product for patient infusion.
Transportation. Unlike more traditional cold chain
pharmaceutical products, CAR-Ts and other cell and gene
therapies (CGTs) often are cryo-frozen (-150°C, -238°F)
and need to be delivered within a very narrow specific time
period, which usually requires specialized transportation–
mainly, a dedicated cold chain courier service. While the
pharmaceutical market for cold chain products grows,
there are many companies offering dedicated cold chain
courier services that can ensure both product quality and
safety of these products. However, it’s important to ask
the right questions to ensure these organizations have
the right experience to handle these high-value products.
Manufacturers should request previous case studies showing
how the couriers have transported similar products and
should ask how they handle unforeseen circumstances (e.g.,
natural disasters), delivery times to approved collection and
infusion facilities and consistent management of product
temperature from end-to-end.
Supply chain visibility. As the world continues to ramp
up the technological approach to supply chain logistics,
understanding where your product
is in the supply chain is becoming
more important; however, for
CAR-T therapies, this capability
is vital.
B e t we e n t h e c o st of t h e s e
products, the necessity for
temp erature-cont rol and t he
time-based nature, the cold chain
monitoring market it expected to
grow more to more than $10 billion
by 2026 (<100% increase) to keep
up with the overall need of supply
chain visibility.1

Many times, logistic services and courier services offer
monitoring capabilities like radio frequency identification
(RFID), GPS tracking and Wi-Fi or Bluetooth-enabled
thermometers. Needs for CAR-T products should be
determined by considering both chain of identity and chain of
custody monitoring by asking questions like:
• How trained are the carriers handling the product/what
training do they receive?
• Does the courier have a wise range of cold chain
supply avenues with vast networks across the US and
internationally?
• Does the courier have various different packaging
solutions to offer CGT manufacturers? In addition to
transportation and courier services, more companies
are developing specialized shipping containers that can
uniquely handle these types of therapies, providing the
capability to monitor multiple points of data in real-time
that is critical to ensuring the safety and security of these
shipments while in the supply chain.
Establishing relationships with sites of care
The complexity of the supply chain and time-sensitive
nature of the therapy means that CAR-T manufacturers
and sites of care need to work hand-in-hand to ensure that
the drug is delivered to the facility at exactly the right time.
Without this coordination, there is a significant risk—both in
terms of the patient outcome and the financial burden for the
manufacturer and the site of care.
While only a few cancer centers around the country
have been certified to administer these types of therapies,
the logistical nature of these highly expensive products
necessitates the need for specific relationship-building with
the sites of care.
Setting up standard operating
procedures. Commercially available
CAR-T and other CGT products
are some of the most expensive
products on the market right now,
costing anywhere between $300,000
to $1 million per patient.2 Now, with
the expectation that more CAR-T
therapies will soon be approved,
pharma manufacturers must work
with sites of care to confirm standard
operating procedures (SOPs) are
in place to ensure therapies are
carefully managed throughout the

The logistical nature
of these products
necessitates the
need for specific
relationship-building
with the sites of care
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collection, delivery and infusion process. Without proper
training or SOPs, these products that are delivered could be
mishandled and inadvertently destroyed.
When setting up these SOPs, consider the following: who
are the main points of contact? Does the site of care have
the proper credentials and qualifications? What training
materials are necessary for the site of
care team?
Mitigating financial risk. Due
to the nature of these treatments,
there are times when the product
just cannot be administered after
ordering. Whether due to patient
disease state, improper product
handling or timing considerations,
pharmaceutical manufacturers
should work with sites of care
beforehand to understand and
mitigate any financial risks.
Manufacturers and sites of care
should understand the process
for chargebacks, reimbursements
and current terms. As value-based contracts becomes more
common, especially in oncology where CAR-T therapies
have had great success, manufacturers should consider
how hospitals are paying for products, and terms for nonresponsive patients. Medicare and non-insured patient
policies may also vary state-by-state.

more than 30% of providers have identified as a reason for
treatment delay.3
Two of the most time-consuming areas in the limbo
between doctors prescribing and infusion can happen
through benefits investigations and prior authorizations
(which are required for most specialty medications). Pharma
manufacturers should plan on
supporting patients by looking
for opportunities to automate and
partner with payers to avoid delays
in things like prior authorizations
and benefits investigations, thereby
reducing the patient deterioration
roadblock so many patients and
their providers are dealing with.
Travel. With just more than 150
hospitals currently administering
these novel treatments in the
country, patients referred for these
therapies often need multi-day trips
to get to the closest certified site of
care. This can provide both a logistical
and financial burden for patients and their families, who
may already be struggling with the state of the disease.
Pharmaceutical manufacturers should consider programs
or hub services to cover travel and lodging costs for these
patients, which may enable faster access to therapy.
It’s important to think through travel for both collection
and infusion, along with any follow-up requirements and
the health of the patient with travel concerns; not to mention
weather or pandemic-related delays that may delay treatment.
The medical world is on the brink of a new way to
approach healthcare, and it is not without its growing pains. By
examining what works and what doesn’t with the first CAR-Ts
already on the market, pharma manufacturers will be able to
stand up better processes moving forward.

Patient access
logistics remains a
massive barrier that
must be addressed in
the launch process

Understanding the patient access logistical challenge
(and what to do about it)
New research shows that almost 40% of oncologists who
have referred patients for CAR-T therapy have experienced
an incident where their patient was not able to complete
a treatment due to a health deterioration. This can often
occur when additional time is needed by payers and other
stakeholders to get these therapies approved.
Despite the advances in medicine, and similar to
supply chain logistics, patient access logistics remains a
massive barrier that must be addressed by pharmaceutical
manufacturers in the launch process.
Insurance and paperwork. Priced up to $1 million, the
novel therapies are some of the most expensive treatments
on the market, usually requiring help through insurance
and payers. Yet, this often creates a new barrier for patients
as access to these therapies may be delayed by days, weeks
or even months due to payer approvals, something that
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Remaking the Trial Medication
Adherence Space

A

ccess to trial medication has decreased steadily as telemedicine becomes
the norm and in-person sales calls diminish. At the same time, prescriptions
for chronic conditions and therapies are in decline and medication nonadherence remains a significant hurdle. Trial medication is a key solution for these
problems and others, and access to it must change with the times.
Pharmaceutical Commerce talked with SymmetryRx CEO Hal Walsh about the latest
digital solutions to truly streamline the route from the manufacturer to patients’
hands in today’s high-tech, low-touch world.
PHARMACEUTICAL COMMERCE: What makes SymmetryRx unique, and how
are you meeting the pharmaceutical industry’s current needs?
WALSH: First, it’s probably best to put a little context around the environment today.
IQVIA informs us new prescriptions for chronic therapies were 20% below what they
were before 2020, and telemedicine now accounts for 10% of all patient encounters.
Accenture informs us in-person pharma rep sales calls reached an historic low of 35%
in 2020. These three facts point to lower access to trial medication and give strong
impetus for remaking the trial medication adherence space.

Hal Walsh
CEO
SymmetryRx

Sponsored by

SymmetryRx is unique. We have a hard time finding direct competitors.
SymmetryRx has a long history in the trial medication space, and is remaking this
space with platforms that include prescriber self-serve and e-prescribe workflow
solutions. With those platforms, we reach virtually every prescriber through our
channel network.
All our platforms have regulatory-informed designs, and uniquely allow sharing of
prescriber authentications and other practice relationship agreements across our
platforms, manufacturer branded sites, SampleCenter™ sites, channel sites and
more. The idea is to make the prescriber’s user experience as smooth as possible,
and the architecture of our designs gives us tremendous flexibility to meet pharma
branding and prescriber workflow requirements.
In our prescriber survey, we learned that when the top-of-mind brand is not
available to sample, 84% of prescribers will switch to a comparable brand if the
sample is available. For this reason, SampleCenter™ should be part of every
brand's reach strategy. SampleCenter™ is our patented prescriber self-serve
platform. It is a one-stop shop for prescribers to request samples for in-practice
dispensing and direct ship-to-patient.
In addition, we have a technical solution to address direct-ship-to-patient trial medication
in all 50 states. It's called ActuateRx® and it solves the problems inherent to current
FDA guidance for direct-ship-to-patient trial medication. It resolves acknowledgement
of receipt and content requirements and is available in all 50 states. The medication

®
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adherence support services integral to ActuateRx® bend the
medication adherence curve in a significant way.
PHARMACOMMERCE: How are you providing value to
patients, prescribers, and the pharmaceutical industry?
WALSH: We start with the patients. Trial medication and
adherence support services are proven tools to get patients on—
and keep patients on—the medication treatment plan agreed
upon with the prescriber. For example, it has been reported
by Datamonitor and others that 30% of patients only fill a
prescription when they get a sample. I have come to believe this
is true because the dispensing of the sample by the prescriber
is the point at which the prescriber and patient come to
concordance concerning how and when to take the medication,
the affordability of the medication, and so on.
When it comes to the value to the prescribers, SymmetryRx supports
compliance to the treatment plan by creating access to trial
medication and support services—this prescriber benefit is often
missed in the conversation when folks are talking to the prescriber.
PHARMACOMMERCE: What opportunities do you see on
the horizon?
WALSH: The changes in the industry are creating new
challenges to overcome. And we’re in the space to do just that.
For starters, ActuateRx® will significantly strengthen the pharma
industry and key players in the trial medication and adherence
support services space. SymmetryRx is expanding our patented
SampleCenter™ platform technology to meet the needs of
health systems and large groups with respect to drug sample
management at the practice, versus prescriber level, and meet
joint commission and state pharmacy board requirements for
dispensing samples. Our direct ship-to-patient capabilities with
Sample Centers solves problems for telemedicine patient access,
and for practices that no longer dispense samples on site.
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no second fill, right? And most treatment plans would call for
months-long therapies for chronic medicines. Next, there’s
out-of-pocket cost. There’s forgetfulness. There’s incomplete
understanding by the patient as to the drug benefits, the
concordance aspect with the prescriber, and additional
education needs. ActuateRx® addresses all of these.
With respect to filling the prescription, the first fill is trial
medication at no charge, shipped to the patient’s home. With
respect to out-of-pocket costs, we apply copay coupons where
they are allowed. To address patient forgetfulness, we can
provide text reminders. With respect to information about the
drug, its benefits, and why they’re taking it, we give them access
to a pharmacist for conversation—of course, they can always
talk to their physician again, as well. We also send the patient
educational materials they can review at their leisure, to be more
informed about the medication.
PHARMACOMMERCE: What kind of return on investment
can pharmaceutical companies expect with ActuateRx®?
What does success look like?
WALSH: In short, pharma can expect a higher percentage
of patients filling prescriptions for a longer period of time, as
prescribed by their healthcare provider.
Success for SymmetryRx would be becoming known for and
respected as the creator and operator of pharma-industry utilities
for trial medication and adherence, that balance health system
and pharma requirements in the effort to improve medication
adherence in the United States. We expect SymmetryRx will be
seen as the tide that raises all ships in that pursuit.

PHARMACOMMERCE: If you could change one market
dynamic, what would it be?
WALSH: I would like to expand the conversation with pharma
manufacturers on the need for sales representatives to maintain
practice access, where it’s permitted – for their critical brand
All these things are huge and I believe will extend the life of drug education and patient resource expertise, but also to discuss the
sampling as the primary promotional and medication adherence critical practice supply chain, regulatory, and utility needs of the
practices. SymmetryRx meets the health system and practice
tactic by three to five years.
needs extremely well.
PHARMACOMMERCE: What are some of the obstacles
to medication adherence and how does ActuateRx®
tackle them?
WALSH: The obstacles are pretty well-documented. It starts
with just filling the prescription, where roughly 70% of new
prescriptions are actually filled. So, if there’s no first fill, there’s
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How 3PLs Can Up
Their Pharma Game
The growing complexity and demand in distribution amid the pandemic present
unique technology opportunities for third-party logistics providers
BY BRAD KLAUS, FOURKITES

T

hird-party logistics providers (3PLs) that specialize in transporting goods
for the pharmaceutical industry—whether that be bulk chemicals,
raw materials or finished products—are seeing a greater demand for their
services than ever before. With that demand come requests for stronger
guarantees, tighter service level agreements (SLAs) and more stringent
operating requirements.

What does all of this mean
for those at the forefront
of distributing Covid-19
vaccines and other critical
medical supplies? More than ever before, pharmaceutical
manufacturers and their partners require consistency and
protection from market volatility. As shippers increasingly
seek greater guarantees of safety, stability and security for their
precious cargo, they will increasingly turn to the distribution
and transportation partners who can deliver.
This presents an opportunity for those logistics service
providers (LSPs) savvy enough to take advantage of it. With the
growing capabilities of hardware and software tools, including
real-time visibility, internet of things (IoT) and advanced
telematics, 3PLs and other LSPs increasingly possess the means
to not only meet, but exceed these heightened expectations. In
essence, the stakes may be higher than ever before, but the tools
at our disposal are growing more powerful by the day.
A changing landscape
With drug manufacturers stretched thin, 3PLs are being
asked to step in and pick up the slack with increased services
and tighter SLAs. Their customers are reaching for any port
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in a storm, and though high barriers to entry provide some
measure of security for established LSPs, the risk of losing
long-time customers to competitors who can provide a greater
degree of consistency and security continues to grow.
At the same time, demand for global operations that are
integrated across modes is on the rise. In the past, pharma
companies have been forced to work with a mix of asset-based
transportation companies, ocean carriers and more, with 3PLs
themselves being simply one part of the mix. As supply chain
and distribution networks become increasingly globalized
and risk-averse, companies want a more consistent global
experience—and the best way of achieving that is to partner
with a global 3PL.
In turn, 3PLs are investing more in technology that allows
them to deliver on increasingly higher demands. Hence,
platform companies are seeing an increased focus on realtime transportation visibility on the road, in the yard and at
facilities, as end customers push for digital unification of their
supply chains. This has been facilitated by the rapid evolution
of IoT-based solutions powered by next-generation hardware
and software. Among them, the rise in real-time tracking for
both locations and environmentals like temperature has begun
to displace legacy technologies and techniques quickly.
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Environmental concerns
Nowhere are the requirements stricter than in the
pharmaceutical and life sciences industry. According to the
Healthcare Distribution Management Association, about 10%
of all medications are temperature sensitive, and that number
may only increase in the coming years. Drug development is
becoming more complex, increasingly relying on large-molecule
biologics that require precise temperature standardization
to ensure efficacy. As a result, there is a growing need for
specialized packaging, tighter delivery windows and stricter
requirements in transporting temperature-sensitive goods.
Not only are modern pharmaceutical products often more
sensitive to temperature changes than the typical cold chain
shipment—they’re also much more valuable. Lives depend on
their ability to reliably monitor the real-time environmentals of
their products in transit and to react instantly and effectively
when a tolerance is breached. Depending on the product,
factors such as light exposure, altitude, humidity, shock and
many others can physically impact the quality of the product,
and must be monitored as closely as temperature.
Simply monitoring the temperature itself is not enough. To be
effective, today’s visibility technology
must allow stakeholders to specify
ranges that may vary by shipment,
pallet or SKU; as well as specify the
immediacy with which stakeholders
are notified of a shipment falling out
of temperature compliance.

into future performance, garner recommendations on how to
improve individual load performance and enact strategies for
boosting overall customer service and satisfaction.
Achieving this level of connectivity often requires an IoTagnostic approach to gathering information. Because the
data typically must be pulled together from many disparate
sources (ranging from onboard telematics to pallet-level RFIDs
to facility-level status updates), it’s helpful to have a system
capable of collecting and processing vast quantities of data, then
presenting them in a unified interface.
Building an infrastructure of collaboration
The growing emphasis on cold-chain shipping presents
different challenges for a 3PL than for the shipper itself, who
must concern themselves primarily with the proper handling
and manufacture of temperature-sensitive goods. For 3PLs, the
key concerns at play involve the initial investment in cold-chain
infrastructure, the costs of maintaining that infrastructure once
it’s been built, and the challenge of collecting and interpreting
temperature-tracking data.
Furthermore, as the challenges of sourcing and transporting
temperature-sensitive goods continue
to rise, many shippers are reevaluating
their distribution networks in favor of
those more localized to their respective
target region. This is true not only
in the US, but also in Europe, where
shortages for medical products had
already increased 20-fold between 2000
and 2018—well before the effects of the
current pandemic had set in.
According to Pipelinepharma, the
number of RFPs from Europe-based
drug manufacturers specifically seeking to
partner with distributors that were also based in Europe increased
by 69% in 2021. Though this may seem counterintuitive to
the increasingly globalized approach discussed, it is simply a
reflection of the growing desire among pharma shippers to
ensure the safety, stability and security of their in-transit products.
For 3PLs in that equation, a proactive approach to
collaboration and data sharing upstream could be the key
to differentiating from competitors, especially as companies
increasingly implement real-time supply-chain visibility solutions.

It’s critical to monitor
the underlying
performance of
individual carriers,
lanes and facilities

IoT on the rise
It’s also critical to monitor the
underlying performance of individual
carriers, lanes and facilities. Not only
does this allow pharma shippers to be
instantly notified if there’s ever a breakdown, theft or major delay,
but it also reveals a wealth of underlying data that can be used to
further optimize their distribution and ensure that shipments
arrive on time. Having holistic data into the many moving parts
of the modern supply chain paints a picture of all of the areas of
the business that are performing well and those that stand to be
improved. It also helps to establish a baseline when evaluating
new carriers, optimizing existing lanes or targeting improved
efficiency at facilities.
Moreover, this kind of broad-based data can be combined
with network performance over time to create a complete,
historical picture of individual loads, lanes and carriers. A
holistic picture makes it possible to derive predictive insights
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Assessing Adoption
of Hybrid DtP Models
The benefits of hybrid direct-to-patient studies and supply chain structures in boosting
drug access, influencing clinical trial design
BY NETA BENDELAC, 4G CLINICAL

T

he Covid-19 pandemic was a major catalyst for the pharmaceutical
industry to finally embrace the benefits of decentralized clinical trials
(DCTs), specifically the various types of direct-to-patient (DtP) trial models
associated with the framework. Prior to Covid, adoption of the DtP design
was slow. Pharma sponsors only stood up DtP studies when circumstances
dictated their need, but the fallout of the virus changed everything.

Vu l n e r a b l e p a t i e n t
populations demanded the
flexibility of access afforded to
them by DtP trials to maintain
safety and convenience. And
as preferences for clinical trial participation changed, sponsors
and contract research organizations (CROs) had to adapt. They
recognized that DtP trials can improve enrollment, ease patient
burden and create greater transparency in the investigational
medicinal product (IMP) journey from the clinical site to
patients’ homes. Hybrid DtP trial models combine the support
and reliability of on-site clinics with more patient-centric
comforts afforded by DCTs.
Digging deeper, what are the key characteristics of hybrid
studies and supply chain structures that will make them a
standard consideration for clinical trials?
DtP’s orchestration across diverse therapeutic areas
Hybrid DtP trials address common challenges associated
with decentralized trials: not all types of therapeutic trials
can be executed completely through telemedicine or remote
healthcare. In some areas, such as oncology, investigators have
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limited options because of the nature of the treatment, which
very rarely allow patients the option to participate in DCTs.
The hybrid trial model recognizes the sensitive nature of
these therapeutic areas and provides a solution. Where fully
DtP trials can produce uncertainty, the hybrid model expands
sponsor control over data outcomes, as patients participate in
the clinic on-site under direct supervision of investigators. The
benefits are twofold. The hybrid trial model reduces the strain
on patients and sponsors by saving time, energy and effort.
It also allows for recruitment and retention of a more diverse
trial population in sensitive therapeutic areas. Giving patients
the ability to choose to continue trial participation on-site or
having the drug sent to their home offers greater freedom to
patients who can’t be present at all appointments or who may be
immunocompromised, resulting in better retention and faster
recruitment across a larger variety of populations compared to
relying solely on traditional on-site trials or pure DtP.
Hybrid DtP’s configuration with compliance, regulations
The hybrid model creates a unique challenge when it comes
to configuration to compliance protocols pertaining to patient
privacy, safety and drug handling. With the right technology
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and preparation, however, the design can easily become
more flexible. Since there are no set regulations to guide
DtP/DCTs, sponsors must follow best practices as they exist
today when submitting a trial protocol. Guidelines will differ
based on geographic region, and adhering to them can be a
complex, amorphous process. This is especially important to
consider when a clinical trial is deployed globally. Regulatory
teams must apply in-depth knowledge to determine how
to optimize shipping, storage and supply processes while
staying compliant. Equally important is that the same level
of care is extended to patient data handling. Practices should
always follow regional privacy rules (e.g., GDPR), which can
change in nuance from country to country. However, coupling
an iterative randomization and trial supply management
(RTSM) system to deploy hybrid studies alongside internet of
things (IoT) tech can make adapting study designs to various
regulations much easier on a larger scale. It can also mitigate
supply chain and shipment coordination risks to ensure timely
and accurate distribution.
Hybrid DtP models are much more complex and must
support two processes in parallel. The first is to ship from the
site/depot to the patient while providing remote support. The
second is managing inventory at the sites, treating patients
at the clinic and maintaining a list of who is part of the DtP
trial and who isn’t. Other challenges involve shipping costs,
courier-patient coordination and pharmacist involvement
at the depot/central pharmacy. An effective hybrid supply
chain is by nature more agile, more consistent when it comes
to quality and versatile enough to better ensure the timely
delivery of drugs and therapies to patients while reducing the
potential for drug waste.
Better patient autonomy, safety and participation
Patient autonomy is a critical benefit of the hybrid model.
In this case, patient choice leads to patient centricity and
safety—a major advantage in a post-pandemic world. Patients
can decide how they want to participate in the study while
having the convenience of receiving medications at their
home to minimize clinical site visits. The hybrid model also
addresses patient health concerns and travel, cost and time
burdens often associated with on-site studies. The flexibility,
accessibility and patient autonomy afforded to patients in
hybrid trials will continue to be a driver for trial recruitment
rates long after the pandemic subsides. Equally important,
however, are the ways that hybrid DtP designs and supply
chains are contributing to the evolution of the trial experience,
changing patient roles and benefitting sponsors.

In a hybrid DtP trial, the supply chain is a critical link
between the manufacturer and the patient. Once a protocol
has been approved, these models can streamline the shipment
of trial materials to patients’ homes and make it easier to
retrieve samples for lab analysis. A hybrid supply chain model
can also mitigate the drug excursion risks, a safer option
because it includes temperature controlled delivery during
the “last mile” to the patient. In a consolidated hybrid supply
chain, transport, management, data gathering and home
healthcare services alleviate these issues.
Hybrid studies also allow patients to become more active
participants in the trial, resulting in more freedom and
deeper understanding of the significance of their role in it.
Patients are required to use various apps and tools to authorize
receipt of drugs at home; to learn how to store and administer
medicines; better understand how to receive remote guidance
and go through exams virtually; and, in some cases, log into
multiple telehealth systems to report physical changes and
communicate with their physician. This is a far cry from
the traditionally passive on-site trial experience and likely
contributes to better retention. Promoting greater patient
participation can also, in turn, reduce dropout rates because
participants feel like they’re having a tangible impact on the
clinical trial’s outcome.
Eye on efficiency
In the last few years, the number of clinical trials adopting
the hybrid DtP model has significantly increased. The
challenges that have impacted the global clinical trial space
spurred greater interest by sponsors and CROs because it
marries patient benefits associated with on-site and pure DtP
trial frameworks, while offering a compliant, flexible, safe and
accessible study option that can be applied across therapeutic
needs. It isn’t difficult to understand why the industry has
embraced the model despite its complexities.
Since these studies don’t come without risk, it will be
important to continue to understand how to design and
execute them in ways that protect patient privacy and supply
chain integrity. If done correctly, hybrid DtP models illustrate
a future for the clinical trial space that can help streamline
studies and contribute to getting medicines to those in need
with greater speed and better results.
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Booster Rollout
Lessons for Pharma
With the delivery of Covid-19 booster shots in full swing, how does this effort compare
to the initial vaccine distribution—and is the pharma supply chain adapting accordingly?
BY ALF GOEBEL, ADVANCO

W

ithout a doubt, Covid-19 has shone a spotlight on the vulnerability of
the world in the face of a serious pandemic. On a human front, it has
caused millions of deaths and has left people with life-changing disabilities
and ongoing health problems. And, well-documented, on an economic front,
the crisis has cost the globe billions of dollars and has left people jobless and
struggling to make ends meet.

Against such a grim
backdrop, governments across
the world realized they had to
act swiftly to ensure a vaccine
was created, produced and rolled out as efficiently as possible.
This was a necessary act to ensure the global population felt as
safe and reassured as possible in the face of an increasing death
rate and ever-climbing hospitalization figures.
Most consider the creation and rollout of the Covid
vaccines a remarkable feat. When you consider the number
of years that other vaccines have spent in development
before being issued, the fact that already-large proportions
of the world are now receiving their Covid booster jabs is a
testament to what the human spirit can achieve when push
comes to shove.
However, the vaccine rollout has not been without its
problems. Parts of the world are still lagging far behind when
it comes to receiving the vaccine, and global supply chains
have had to adapt and amend major processes to cope.
As we are now firmly into the deployment of booster
vaccines for the coronavirus, it is worth analyzing the lessons
that have been learned across the US pharmaceutical supply
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chain—and to see what changes have been applied to ensure
the booster rollout continues to be done quickly and efficiently.
Time for a boost
The FDA recently announced a shortening of the interval
between the primary series of Moderna’s coronavirus vaccine
and a booster dose to five months, as it looked to bolster
protection against the Omicron variant. The belief was the
shorter interval time, reduced from six months for people
aged 18 and above, provides better protection sooner against
the variant.
Already cleared for adults, the FDA earlier this month also
authorized the use of a third dose of the Pfizer and BioNTech
vaccine for adults and children ages 12 to 15, and narrowed the
interval for booster shot eligibility to five months from six. The
agency also authorized a third shot for children aged 5 through
11 years who are immunocompromised. A single booster of
the J&J vaccine was cleared last fall as well for use in adults.
Previous problems
It goes without saying that first-and-second dose vaccine
and booster distribution will continue to be a mammoth
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undertaking—and one which, just a year ago, placed the entire
US pharmaceutical sector under extreme pressure to meet.
One of the overriding reasons for the global vulnerability
seen over the past 22 months is a basic one. Most industries,
governments and countries were simply not prepared for
such a devastating pandemic that appeared seemingly out of
nowhere. The world was placed into lockdown to limit the
virus’s spread, but this led to major logistical issues. Problems
with sourcing the quality and quantity of supplies needed, and
ongoing problems with getting them distributed across the
globe, are still being experienced now.
This has led to a green light from vaccine and drug
counterfeiters, ever ready to chance their luck and make a
quick profit from the misery of others, people desperate to
protect themselves against the virus.
Thus, what lessons have been learned? And have they been
put into practice across the US supply chain?

geography—namely China—for the supply of medication
and medical equipment. Not only did this cause a damaging
bottleneck, placing an inordinate amount of stress on the rigid
supply chains connected with Chinese production, it placed
an unrealistic demand on resources.
Fast-forward to today and while there is a still an
overwhelming reliance on geographies such as China for the
supply of much of the world’s medicine, the Covid pandemic
has seen this pattern starting to shift.
We are now seeing a move toward local production
and sourcing through the repatriation of supply chains
into the US. This repatriation is a big deal for the future
of the pharmaceutical sector. It signals confidence in the
capabilities of the US, resulting in ongoing investment. This
should mean an increase in job creation and a renewed
interest in the brand name of the US as a global center to
produce essential pharmaceuticals.

The continued repatriation of supply chains
One of the major issues highlighted by the pandemic
was the fact the globe had become overly reliant on just one

Track-and-trace cooperation powered by Pharma 4.0
The advent of the virus has highlighted the importance for
product track and trace to work together, resulting in a supply
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chain which will minimize costs for pharma companies and
lead toward a new standard of openness and cooperation in
the Pharma 4.0 era.
Indeed, we are already seeing the implementation of agile
supply chain regulation that will require a strong industrystandard open interface and interoperability. To do this, the
hardware and the software among different vendors needs to
be much more aligned and should work more closely together,
resulting in more open and cooperative serialization processes.
Machines need to speak to each other in a common language,
regardless of the manufacturer.
The importance of this cannot be overstated. The ability to
track every single product, at every single stage of the process
from source to supply to consumer, is essential.
Industry 4.0 will revolutionize the way the biopharma
sector works. Any US-based industry player that doesn’t start
preparing for it now will be left languishing far behind.
O n c e on ly p o ss i bl e for i nte r n at i on a l blu e - ch ip
corporations, robotics will become much
more affordable and available to
organizations of every size. From
picking products at a warehouse
to getting them ready to ship,
autonomous robots can quickly
and safely support manufacturers.
Likewise, we will see distribution
centers that will use autonomous
cranes and trucks to streamline
operations as they accept and
process shipping containers.
Since connected machines
collect a tremendous volume of
data that can inform maintenance,
performance and other issues, as well
as analyze that data to identify patterns and insights that would
be impossible for a human to do in a reasonable timeframe,
Industry 4.0 offers the opportunity for manufacturers to
optimize their operations quickly and efficiently by identifying
what needs attention.
The simple fact is that no one knows yet just how often
Covid booster jabs will need to be administered. They could
perhaps be a long-term solution. If so, Industry 4.0 needs to
form the centerpiece of all future supply chain structures.

(ESG) as a cornerstone of their business to collectively benefit
the entire pharma supply chain and cold chain.
Support of global ESG initiatives is an important step
forward to stamping out the issue of fake drugs, whether
these are fake Covid vaccines or any other type of drug or
piece of equipment.
The UN Charter on Sustainable Development is a clear
example of moves that are being established to ensure a
safer and more responsible world. Every company should be
familiar with its contents and should be doing all they can to
adhere to them to be prepared for potential future collective
battles against global pandemics.
Applied learnings
I do not want to take away from the fact that the
pharmaceutical sector has achieved great things since the start
of the pandemic. However, there is a lot of food for thought
in terms of the changes that need to be made to ensure
future Covid vaccine boosters—and
future unrelated pandemics—can
be handled more efficiently and
smoothly.
The importance of ongoing
streamlining cannot be emphasized
more. Even now, as the Covid
booster program has been in force
for a few months, we are seeing
no let-up in the need for its swift
delivery and rollout.
For example, Meta Platforms
Inc., the technology giant behind
Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp,
has said it requires Covid booster
shots for employees to work on-site at
its US campuses. The company has also stated it will delay fully
opening of those offices until late March, yet another sign that
the Omicron variant is shifting corporate reopening plans.
The global pharmaceutical sector is one that is constantly
evolving—and the signs are clearly evident that it will need
to keep evolving, perhaps at a faster rate than it has ever
done before.

Industry 4.0 needs
to form the
centerpiece of
all future supply
chain structures

A continued focus on ESG
All firms involved in the US pharmaceutical track-andtrace space should treat environmental, social and governance
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Pharma 3PL Service
COMPANY LISTING (BY ALPHA)
A
AFP Global Logistics
Linthicum, MD
800 274 1237
www.afplus.com
Agility Logistics
Safat, Kuwait
965 1 809 222
www.agility.com
Airpharm Logistics
Barcelona, Spain
+34 93 264 19 19
www.airpharmlogistics.com
AIT Worldwide
Itasca, IL
630 766 8300
www.aitworldwide.com
Alloga Europe
Surrey, UK
44 (0) 7765 216 977
www.alloga-network.com

Arvato Supply Chain Solutions
Louisville, KY
502 371 0114
www.arvato-supply-chain.com

B

CJ Logistics America
(Formerly DSC Logistics)
Des Plaines, IL
800 372 1960
www.america.cjlogistics.com

Biocair
Cambridge, UK
44 (0) 1223 245 223
www.biocair.com

Coldco Logistics
Fairmont City, IL
618 274 7000
www.coldcologistics.com

Bio Pharma Logistics Group
Mont-Saint-Guibert, Belgium
32 (0) 1047 1900
www.biopharmalogistics.com

Cryoport Systems
Brentwood, TN
949 470 2300
www.cryoport.com

Bolloré Logistics
31-32 Quai de Dion Bouton
92811 Puteaux cedex, France
33 (0) 4696 4433
www.bollore-logistics.com

D

C

Dawson Logistics
Danville, IL
217 903 5400
www.dawsonlogistics.com

Cardinal Health 3PL Services
Dublin, OH
800 926 3161
www.cardinalhealth.com

Almac Group Ltd.
Craigavon, UK
44 (0) 28 3833 2200
www.almacgroup.com

Catalent Pharma Solutions
Somerset, NJ
732 537 6200
www.catalent.com

Andlauer Healthcare Group Inc
Vaughan, Ontario, Canada
416 744 4900
www.andlauerhealthcare.com

Cavalier Logistics
Dulles, VA
800 445 1020
www.cavlog.com

A.P. Moller – Maersk A/S
Aarhus, Denmark
45 8934 8000
www.maersk.com

Ceva Logistics
Edison, NJ
732 225 7600
www.cevalogistics.com

Aphena Pharma Solutions, Inc.
Cookeville, Tennessee
866 465 4506
www.aphenapharma.com

C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.
Eden Prairie, MN
855 229 6128
www.chrobinson.com
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Dachser
Kempten, Germany
49 831 59160
www.dachser.com

DB Schenker
Van Nuys, CA
800 225 5229
www.dbschenkerusa.com
Deutsche Post DHL Group
Bonn, Germany
49 (0)228 182 0
www.dpdhl.com
DHL Express
Plantation, FL
800 225 5345
www.dhl.com
DKSH Hong Kong Ltd.
Hong Kong, China
852 2895 0888
www.dksh.com
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Provider Directory
DSV A/S
Hedehusene, Denmark
45 43 20 30 40
www.dsv.com

GlobalTranz
Chicago, IL
866 275 1407
www.globaltranz.com

J. Knipper & Co.
Lakewood, NJ
888 564 7737
www.knipper.com

E

H

Kuehne + Nagel
Jersey City, NJ
201 413 5500
www.kuehne-nagel.com

ELM Global Logistics
Brentwood, NY
888 684 4812
www.elmlogistics.com
Eversana
Milwaukee, WI
414 299 4900
www.eversana.com
Expeditors International
Seattle, WA
206 674 3400
www.expeditors.com

F
FedEx Supply Chain
Cranberry Township, PA
800 677 3110
www.supplychain.fedex.com
Fiege Logistics
Greven, Germany
49 (0)2571 999 0
www.fiege.com
Fresenius Medical Care/
TruBlu Logistics
Waltham, MA 02451
877 632 7999
www.trublulogistics.com

G
GEFCO
Puteaux, Ile-de-France
33 1 49 05 21 21
www.gefco.net
Geodis Wilson
Levallois-Perret, France
33 1 56 76 26 00
www.geodis.com

H. Essers
Transportlaan 4
3600 Genk, Belgium
32 89 32 32 32
www.essers.com
Hanhaa Ltd.
London, England
44 20 7387 3586
www.hanhaa.com
Hellmann Worldwide Logistics GmbH
Hamburg, Germany
49 40 75 3700
www.hellmann.com
Hub Group
Oak Brook, IL
630 271 3600
www.hubgroup.com

I
ICS (part of AmerisourceBergen)
Carrollton, TX
888 285 7481
www.icsconnect.com
iGPS Logistics LLC
Orlando, FL
800 884 0225
www.igps.net

L
Landstar
Jacksonville, FL
800 872 9400
www.landstar.com
Legacy Pharma Solutions
Earth City, MO
314 813 1555
www.legacypharma.com
LifeScience Logistics
Coppell, Texas
469 844 3700
www.lslog.com
LogiCare3PL
Tempe, AZ
800 304 3064
www.logicare3pl.com
Lynden Logistics
Seattle, WA
888 926 5703
www.lynden.com

M
Marken / UPS
Durham, NC
919 474 6892
www.marken.com

J
J.B. Hunt
Lowell, AR
800 452 4868
www.jbhunt.com

K
Kintetsu World Express
Tokyo, Japan
81 3 6863 6451
www.kwe.com

McKesson (RxCrossroads)
Irving, TX
972 446 4800
www.mckesson.com
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MD Logistics
Plainfield, IN
317 838 8900
www.mdlogistics.com

Rhenus Logistics
Holzwickede, Germany
49 230 129 2800
www.rhenus.group

TQI, Inc.
Grand Rapids, MI
800 286 4231
www.shiptqi.com

MNX Global Logistics
Los Angeles, CA
310 330 2300
www.mnx.com

Ryder
Miami, FL
(800) 793 3765
www.ryder.com

Tucker Company Worldwide
Haddonfield, NJ
800 229 7780
www.tuckerco.com

Movianto GmbH / EHDH
Neunkirchen/Saarland, Germany
49 (0)6821 5016 0
www.movianto.com

S

U

Samsung SDS
Seoul, South Korea
82 2 6155 3114
www.samsungsds.com

Unitrans
Inglewood, CA
310 410 7676
www.unitrans-us.com

Nippon Express
Tokyo, Japan
81 3 5801 1111
www.nipponexpress.com

SEKO Logistics
Itasca, IL
630 919 4800
www.sekologistics.com

UPS Healthcare Logistics
Atlanta, GA
800 742 5877
www.ups.com

O

Sinotrans Limited
Beijing, China
86 105229 6666
www.sinotrans.com

X

N

OCASA Logistics Solutions
Buenos Aires, Argentina
54 11 4785 8585
www.ocasa.com
Owens & Minor
804 723 7000
www.owens-minor.com

P
Panther Premium Logistics
Fort Smith, AR
800 685 0657
www.arcb.com/panther-premium
Patheon
(Div. of Thermo Fisher Scientific)
Durham, NC
919 226 3200
www.patheon.com

Q

Quick International Courier
Jamaica, NY
800 488 4400
www.quick.aero

R
R2 Logistics
Dallas, TX
214 451 4671
www.r2logistics.com

Solee (Wuhan) Cold Chain Logistics
Beijing, China
0 27 5910 5656
www.solee56.com
Specialty Transport Solutions
International Inc.
Berlin, CT
860 829 1629
www.spectransport.com
Sunland Logistics Solutions
Simpsonville, SC
800 295 0081
www.sunlandlogisticssolutions.com
Swiss World Cargo
Atlanta, GA
724 572 8277
www.swissworldcargo.com

T
Thermal Shipping Solutions
Mill Valley, CA
415 389 5004
www.thermalshipping.com
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XPO Logistics
Greenwich, CT
844 742 5976
www.xpo.com

W
Woodfield Distribution, LLC
Boca Raton, FL
561 621 4942
www.wdsrx.com
World Courier Inc.
New Hyde Park, NY
800 221 6600
www.worldcourier.com

Y
Yourway
Allentown, PA
888 778 4555
www.yourway.com
Yusen Logistics
Secaucus, NJ
201 553 3800
www.yusen-logistics.com

Z
Zuellig Pharma
Hong Kong, China
852 2856 3632
www.zuelligpharma.com

L A ST WO R D

The Source of the Matter
Can technology really build trust in pharmaceutical supply chains?
BY JOHN WIRTHLIN, ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES

T

he pharmaceutical supply chain has a trust problem
right now, and many are wondering who’s to blame.
After reviewing the findings of Zebra’s latest Pharmaceutical
Vision Study (see https://bit.ly/33xRJ0Z), I strongly believe it’s a
cumulative issue and not any single entity’s responsibility. People
have become more attentive to their health during the Covid-19
pandemic and more inquisitive about how vaccines, medications
and other therapeutics are brought to market.
Eight-in-10 patients surveyed feel it is either somewhat or
very important to know how their drugs are manufactured,
handled, transported and stored, with equal interest expressed
in the sustainability of product sources. Just as many say it’s
important to understand the drug’s origin and its ingredients.
But they want the information to come straight from the
manufacturer. In other words, the source matters.
But there are two things that matter more:
1. Having information that verifies drug authenticity.
2. Being able to confirm that temperature-sensitive
medications remained within the prescribed temperature
range, from the first mile through the last.
Yet, many pharmaceutical supply chain entities, including
logistics partners, don’t have this information themselves. There
isn’t a universal system to track forward-moving goods or trace
back the source of compromising incidents, much less flow
information about a drug or treatment’s journey to patients.
My hope is that the forthcoming enforcement of the Drug
Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) in 2023 will help move the
industry toward new track-and-trace best practices capable of
providing real-time insights and full supply chain transparency.
However, I’m concerned the fear of the “unknown” around
radio frequency identification (RFID) and other advanced
track-and-trace technologies may drive companies to “play
it safe.” They may try to piecemeal together a barcode-based
system capable of meeting serialization and case-to-pallet
aggregation requirements. But barcodes can’t fully forge trust
in the quality and safety of pharmaceuticals. If they could, the
feedback from our study would have been very different.

Barcode scanners and label printers
don’t strongly support batch-level track
and trace during distribution. No one is going to break down a
pallet at every stop to confirm each barcoded item is still in its
original condition and place. And temperature-sensing tools,
though effective at monitoring the performance of the cold chain,
can’t report on every key performance indicator used to build
confidence in the authenticity or quality of pharmaceuticals.
By layering RFID on top of barcode and temperature sensing
solutions, companies—and patients—can instantly access a
wealth of information about every drug’s origin and journey,
including where they have been and who handled them. RFID
reads can occur automatically at dock doors or in a split second
with the quick pull of the trigger on a handheld RFID reader. In
fact, passive RFID has proven to deliver 100% read accuracy on
pallets of dry tablets, liquid injectables, and foil blister packs in
real-world settings—with a dock door RFID portal, no less.
The other big benefit of RFID is the real-time view of
current stock levels and locations. Three-quarters of patients
worry that drugs won’t be available when they need them,
and 40% of decision-makers admit it’s a challenge to ensure
the right medicines are delivered to patients in time and in
full. Knowing when to take fast action to replenish or reroute
in-demand drugs can go a long way to restoring trust in the
supply chain.
As the DSCSA compliance deadline approaches, the
pharma industry has an opportunity to rethink its relationship
with technology—and how new technologies such as RFID
can fortify trust in long-term relationships. Once patients can
see how drugs are made, and everyone can follow their journey
through the last mile in a play-by-play manner, today’s fears
can be allayed, as we’ll be able to see that the supply chain can
in fact be trusted to protect patients’ health and safety.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Wirthlin, Industry Principal, Manufacturing, Transportation,
and Logistics, Zebra Technologies
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REACTIONS FROM WINNING
A PHARMACEUTICAL EXECUTIVE®
APEX AWARD MAY INCLUDE:
Loss of words, feeling faint,
being verklempt, dizziness,
increased heart rate, incoherent
rambling, and grinning non-stop
for hours following acceptance.

The only pharma award show judged entirely by
healthcare professionals is back for a second fabulous year –
and this time we’ll be live and in-person in June 2022!
LAST CALL FOR ENTRIES IS MARCH 18, 2022 AT

APEX.PHARMEXEC.COM

Questions? Email us at peAPEX@mjhlifesciences.com
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